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ABSTRACT

Southern Nelson County occupies 576 square miles in northeastern
North Dakota (Twps. 149-152 N., Rgs. 57-62 W.).

Its surface is mantled

with glacial drift resting unconformably on the Cretaceous Pierre Shale,
which is exposed along the Sheyenne River Valley and the Stump Lake
Basin.

The entire mantle of glacial drift is part of the Coleharbor

Formation, which, in southern Nelson County, averages 45 feet thick with
a maximum thickness over 200 feet.

Drill-hole data and missile site

excavations provide good evidence for the existence of multiple drift
sheets, including layers of till separated by more than 25 feet of
outwash, several buried oxidized zones, and buried soil horizons.

Evidence for pre-Wisconsinan drift js based on the discovery of compact and jointed till in the Minuten,an Missile site excavations.

The

primary lithologies of the Coleharbor Formation include non-bedded
diamicton, indistinctly bedded grav£ 1, poorly bedded sandy silt,
·cross bedded sand and horizontally ledded silt.

Most of the uni ts

contain an abundance of shale particles with some having shale cobbles
6- to 8-inches in diameter.

The ma:,. imum thickness of the Colt:.harbor

Formation occurs in two preglacial "alleys, the Hamar Valley and the
McVille Channel, both in the southwestern corner of the county.

The

McVille Channel is more than 200 feet deep aJong its entire len~th, but
its gradient direction is yet unknoHn.
broader valley than the McVille Cha.1nel.

xii

The Barnar Valley is a much
It

has a northward gr;Jdient

and is also more than 200 feet deep along most of its extent in
southern Nelson County.

Because of the,N'orthward gradient of the

Hamar Valley and other buried channels west of Nelson County, the
gradient of the McVille Channel is also assumed to be northward.
The surface drift of Nelson County was deposited during the
retreat of the Leeds Lobe in late Wisconsinan time.

Deglaciation of

the county began about 13,000 radiocarbon years B.P. upon the retreat
of the ice from the M.cHenry and Cooperstown moraines in the southwestern corner of the county.

The next prolonged stand of the glacier

margin occurred at about 12,900 radiocarbon years B.P. depositing the
North Viking and Kloten moraines.

The Kloten Moraine may be the

northward extension of the Luverne Moraine, previously mapped in the
counties to the south.

Neither the North Viking Moraine nor the

Kloten Moraine is a very striking feature.

Relief increases only

gradually over fairly broad areas and both moraines have doughnutshaped ridges, indicating stagnant j-ce deposition.

Such ridges are

especially abundant in the northern part of the Kloten Moraine.
During the deposition of th1! North Viking and K1oten moraines
the glacial Sheyenne River was form,id.

It originated as a small

proglacial stream whose headward er,,sion captured the overflow of
glacial Lake Souris, enlarging its channel to a width of 3000 feet
and a depth of 100 feet.

The resulting average annual discharge of

the glacial Sheyenne River is estimated to have been about 500,000
cubic feet per second.
The retreat of the glacier from the North Viking :Moraine initiated the formation of the glacial ancestors of two of the largest lake.s
in North Dakota, Devils Lake and St1mp Lak.~.
xiii

During maximum lake

levels water probably reached an elevation of about 1460 fee.t,
although little evidence of this strandline remains.

The highest

strandline presently connnon to both takes is 1450 feet, 8 feet
below the Big Stony Spillway threshold.
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INTRODUCTION
Purpose of Study
The primary purpose of this study is to interpret the geology of
southern Nelson County.

It includes a study of the stratigraphy, a de-

tailed discussion and description of the landforms and the processes
that formed them, and a paleogeographic interpretation of the retreat of
the Wisconsinan ice from Nelson County.

A brief description of the pre-

Pleistocene topography and drainage is included along with an attempt at
interpreting the paleohydrology of the Sheyenne River.

The report in-

cludes both a lithostratigraphic map and a landform and geologic map of
southern Nelson County.
A summary of the economic potential of the gravel deposits and
ground water reservoirs within the study area is also included.

A more

detailed study of the ground water resources of Nelson County has been
conducted by the U.S. Geological Survey and the North Dakota State Water
Commission and is published by the North Dakota Geological Survey.
The research of Nelson County was conducted under the joint
auspices of the University of North Dakota and the North Dakota Geological
Survey.

This study is only one phase of a continuing study being con-

ducted by the North Dakota Geological Survey, the U.S. Geological Survey,
and the North Dakota State Water Commission to obtain a more complete
understanding of the geology of North Dakota and to better assess its
economic potential.

This study, combined with the study of northern

Nelson County, is to be published as a bulletin of the North Dakota
Geological Survey.
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Geographic Setting
Nelson County is located in northeastern North Dakota, between
40 and 70 miles west of the Red River of the North and 56 and 92 miles
south of the Canadian border (Figure 1).

Its climate is microthermal,

with little or no water surplus in any season (Thornthwaite, 1948,
Plate 1).

The climate is probably approximated by that of Devils Lake,

30 miles to the west in Ramsey County, where the mean annual temperature
is 38°F and the average annual range is 66°F (Kazeck, 1956, p. 88).

The

average annual precipitation for the county is 19 inches, with 12.5
inches falling between April and August (Kazeck, p. 48).
The average growing season for this part of North Dakota is 132
days (Kazeck, 1956, p. 46) and the resulting vegetation is mixed short
and tall grass with stands
major stream valleys.

of elm, ash, and boxelder adjacent to the

Bur oak, and green ash occur along the shores of

Stump Lake, while wolfberry and silverberry are common on the prairie.
The soils in the county are almost entirely within the mollisol
order.

They are dominated by haplaboralls and calciaquolls with asso-

ciated argialbolls, haplaquoll~ and natriboralls (Figure 2).
are generally loam, clay loa~ and sandy loam.

These soils

The sandy loam is confined

to a 1- to 8-mile band north of the Sheyenne River (General Soil Map of
Nelson County, 1963, and Hilding Hokanson, U.S.D.A., Soil Conservation
Service, Marshall, Minnesota, personal communication).

Previous Work
All previous work in Nelson County has been of a very general
nature or concerned specifically with a single feature, such as washboard
moraines or the strandlines of Stump Lake.
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Fig. 1.--Index map of North Dakota showing the location of Nelson County.
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Fig. 2.--Generalized soil map of southern Nelson County {from "General Soil
map of Nelson County", Agricultural Experiment Station, North Dakota State University,
1963).
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In 1896 Upham published the first report on the glacial deposits
of northeastern North Dakota in his monograph The Glacial Lake Agassiz.
As part of his study he mapped several moraines in the Nelson Cotmty area

and included discussions on Devils Lake, Stump Lake, and the Sheyenne
River Channel.

Later, H.E. Simpson (1912) provided a detailed descrip-

tion of the physiography of the Devils Lake-Stump Lake area, along with
an interpretation of its glacial history.

A more comprehensive study of

the Quaternary history of the Devils Lake region, ,which includes Stump
Lake in Nelson County, was conducted by Aronow (1955).

On

the basis of

this study, he later published an interpretation of the post-glacial
history and glacial drainage of this area (Aronow, 1957, 1963).
More recently, Bluemle (1967a, 1967b) has described the presence
of multiple drifts and has interpreted preglacial topography and drainage
in northeastern North Dakota, but the most recent studies within Nelson
County were by Smith (1968), Stran.dlines and Sediment Analysis of Stump
Lake Area, and Nielsen (1970), Washboard Moraines in Northeastern.North
Dakota.
No comprehensive study of southern Nelson County has yet been
published but several reports on adjacent and nearby counties have been
completed.

Bluemle (1965) has described the glacial geology of Eddy and

Foster Counties, west of Nelson County; Rude (1966) and Merritt (1966)
described the glacial geology of northern and southern Griggs County,
south of Nelson County; and the geology of Grand Forks County, to the
east of Nelson County, has been described by Hanson and Kume (1970).
Other studies in the area include those by Branch (1947), Easker (1949),
and Tetrick (1949), who described the geology of the Flora, Tokio, and
Oberon 15-minute quadrangles, west of Nelson County. Other related
glacial studies include those by Winters (1963), Stutsman County,

6

Bluemle (1967c), Trail County, Kelly and Block (1967), Barnes County,
and Bluemle and others (1967), Wells County.
Some general references, which relate to the Nelson County area,
are by Lemke, Laird, Tipton, and Lindvall (1965), Clayton (1966), Colton,
Lemke, and Lindvall (1963), and Lemke and Colton (1958).

Method of Study
Southern Nelson County was mapped during the 1968 and 1969 field
season.

It was first mapped by detailed examination of aerial photo

stereopairs, scale 1:21,120, and the U.S. Geological Survey quadrangle
maps, both 7.5- and 15-minute series, which were available for most of
the area.

It was later checked and revised by actual in-field observa-

tions along every passable road in the study area.

Several air flights

over the area were made to take photographs and obtain a better perspective of the physiographic features.
Lithologic information was obtained from the examination of road
cuts, numerous shallow pits and hand-auger holes (maximum depth of 6
feet), and from 38 test holes, varying from 10-75 feet deep, drilled with
the North Dakota Geological Survey truck-mounted auger.

Although this

auger is capable of sampling to a maximum depth of 150 feet, retrieval of
samples below the water table is normally ineffective.

The surface

lithology was examined at least every quarter mile along all section line
roads.

The data were plotted on a base map, scale 1:21,120, and later

reduced to 1:126,720.

Additional lithologic and stratigraphic information

was obtained from logs of Minuteman Missile site excavations, available
through the North Dakota Geological Survey, as well as from more than
100 test holes associated with ground water studies conducted jointly by
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the U.S. Geological Survey, the North Dakota State Water Connnission and
the North Dakota Geological Survey.
Lithologic samples were collected from several sites to determine
the representative lithologies of the area.

Each sample was analyzed in

the field for color (Munsell Soil Color Charts, 1954), degree of carbonate
reaction, and general particle size.

A tentative interpretation of

genesis was also assigned to each sample.

The general relief of the area,

the angle of the slopes, the sedimentary characteristics and the stratigraphic relationships of the sample were also noted.
A more precise analysis of grain-size distribution was subsequently determined by pipette analysis.

•
STRATIGRAPHY
Pre-Quaternary
The surface of Nelson County is almost entirely covered by drift.
Bedrock is extensively exposed in only two areas, the Stump Lake Basin
plain and the Sheyenne River Channel, but scattered outcrops occur in
several of the deeper coulees and gullies.

No bedrock older than

the Pierre Shale is exposed, but it is reasonable to conclude that
the stratigraphic column is very similar to that of Eddy and Grand Forks
Counties, west and east of Nelson County, respectively.

Figure 3 is a

generalized stratigraphic column of Nelson County based on work by
Bluemle (1965, p. 8) in Eddy County, Reishus (1968) in Nelson County,
and Hansen and Kume (1970, p. 11) in Grand Forks County.
Pierre Shale
The Pierre Shale is named for the exposures at old Fort Pierre,
South Dakota.

It is a formation in the Montana Group and is Late Creta-

ceous in age.

For a detailed description of the Pierre Shale in north-

eastern North Dakota, see Gill and Cobban (1965).
The thickness of the Pierre Shale in southern Nelson County is
highly variable because of preglacial erosion of its upper surface.

One

test hole in southern Nelson County (section 35, T. 151 N., R. 60 W.)
penetrated the entire thickness of the shale, 358 feet (N.D. Geological
Survey, .Nelson County well logs Appendix A).

Bluemle (1965, p. 14) noted

a range of 250 to 1100 feet for the thickness of the Pierre Shale in Eddy
8
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Fig, 3, --Stratigraphic Colman of Nelson County based on information from Bluemle 1965, p. 11; ReLshus, 1968, p. 11; and Hansen and
Kume, 1970, p. 11.
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and Foster counties adjacent to southwestern Nelson County.
The Pierre Shale lies conformably on the Niobrara Formation and
is unconformably overlain by Pleistocene and Holocene deposits.

Quaternary
For many years the mapping of Quaternary deposits was based on
the physiographic expression or geomorphology of the surface materials~
so Frye and Richmond (1958, p. 1980) suggested the adoption of a morphologic-stratigraphic unit.

This unit has significance and is useful in

mapping Quaternary deposits, but is not a stratigraphic unit and should
not be used with stratigraphic implications.

Frye and Willman (1962,

p. 112) have recognized several other limitations to such units.

They

pointed out that units based on surface form are not everywhere time
equivalent and therefore are not time-stratigraphic units.

Also, in

many cases the inability to distinguish.adjacent units of similar lithologies prevents them from being recognized as rock-stratigraphic units.
The use of geologic-climate units is also not justified, especially in
mapping minor drift units that cannot be correlated across the lobe in
which they are found (Lake Michigan Lobe or Des Moines Lobe for example).
These minor drift units clearly do not demonstrate a climatic change that
can be widely traced.

Frye and Willman therefore proposed the recognition

of a new category of morphostratigraphic units.
A morphostratigraphic unit is defined as comprising a body
of rock that is identified primarily from the surface form it
displays; it may or may not be distinctive lithologically from
contiguous units; it may or may not transgress time through its
extent (Frye and Willman, 1960, p. 7).
A moraine unit of the morphostratigraphic classification consists of an
end moraine, the associated ground moraine and outwash plain and the
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continuation of the unit in the subsurface, where recognized.
Although the morphostratigraphic unit, as defined, appears to be
a convenient and usable unit in mapping Quaternary deposits, it gives a
three dimensional stratigraphic significance to a body of rock that is
identified by its landforms and cannot be identified by the same criteria
in the subsurface (Richmond, 1962, p. 1520).

Its identity is dependent on

the genetic interpretation of a landform.
To describe the Quaternary deposits of southern Nelson County the
lithostatigraphic unit will be used as discussed by Richmond (1959), and
defined by the American Commission of Stratigraphic Nomenclature (1961).
Coleharbor Formation
The Pleistocene deposits recognized in North Dakota are lithologically indistinguishable on a regional scale (Bluemle, 1971a, p. 16).
Therefore all these deposits have been included in a single lithostratigraphic unit, the Coleharbor Formation.

This name is proposed by_Bluemle

(1971a, p. 17) and is defined as follows:
The term "Coleharbor Formation" is proposed for the
lithostratigraphic unit that includes all bouldery, cobbly,
pebbly, sandy, silty clay; sand and gravel, and silt and
clay exposed in the type section and in all comparable
sections. It is named for the town of Coleharbor in McLean
County, North Dakota. The best exposures of the formation
in North Dakota are located about 6 miles west of Coleharbor
along the shore of Lake Sakakawea in sections 14, 15, and 22,
T. 147 N., R. 84 W. (101° 21' W. Longitude, 47° 32' N. Latitude), this will be considered the type area. 'Tile type
section is located about 300 yards south of the mouth of
Dead Man Coulee in NW 1/4, NW 1/4, NE 1/4, Section 22, T.
147 N., R. 84 W., McLean County, North Dakota.
A detailed description of the type section is included in Appendix C of
this report.
In North Dakota the Coleharbor Formation unconformably overlies
all formations from Precambrian to Quaternary and is generally conformably

12
overlain by younger Holocene deposits.

The formation is Pleistocene and

Holocene in age and in North Dakota is comprised primarily of Wisconsinan
deposits, but may include pre-Wisconsinan deposits in the lower unexposed
part of the formation.

The formation ranges in thickness from a few feet,

west of the Missouri River to greater than 600 feet in northwestern North
Dakota (Bluemle, 1971b, map).

The Coleharbor Formation covers more than

99 percent of Nelson County and attains a thickness greater than 300 feet
in at least three localities, all of which are in buried preglacial
valleys.
The Coleharbor Formation can be subdivided into five minor lithostratigraphic units in Nelson County and have been named as follows:
1) diamiction unit, 2) gravel unit, 3) sand unit, 4) silt unit, and 5)
sandy silt unit.

The silt unit has been subdivided into two separate map

units (Plate 1) based on their lithologic association and stratigraphic
location.

The map unit, referred to as silt, is exposed on the surface

and is associated with present lake and slough basins and an overlying
black clay stratigraphic unit.

The silt undoubtedly includes both

Pleistocene and Holocene deposits.

The second map unit, the buried silt,

is found only in the southwestern corner of the county.
is overlain by sand, gravelly sand, and diamicton.

The buried silt

It is not associated

with present lakes or marshes and appears to be entirely Pleistocene in
age.
Diamicton Unit
The diamicton unit is a bouldery, cobbly, gravelly, sandy, clayey,
silt to bouldery, cobbly, gravelly, clayey silty sand.
ers and cobbles show well defined striations.

Many of the bould-

The diamicton unit in this

report is equivalent to Bluemle's (1971a, p. 21) boulder-clay facies which

'I
11

iL!
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he defined as consisting primarily of bouldery, cobbly, pebbly, sandy,
silty, clay.
lithology.

In Nelson County, silt and sand size particles dominate the
The term boulder clay is the original English synonym for the

Scottish word till both of which referred to the coarse, hardened, nonsorted material which covers most of northern Britain (Flint, 1971, p. 148).
However, because the first glacial studies published in Britain were Scottish
the term till rather than boulder clay was used.

Today the term till is

commonly defined as nonstratified sediment carried or deposited by a glacier.
Its genetic use prevents it from being used as a lithostratigraphic unit.
The term boulder clay, which originally referred to a distinct lithology,
is also not a good designation for this lithology, for in many cases no
boulder and only minor amounts of clay are found.
the term diamicton is used.

It is for this reason

Diamiction is defined as any nonsorted or

poorly sorted sediment that consists of sand and (or) larger particles in
a silt and clay matrix (Flint and others, 1960, p. 1809).
The diamicton in southern Nelson County has an average grain size
distribution of 44 percent sand and gravel, 34 percent silt and 22 percent
clay.

Table 1 and Figure 4 show the particle size distribution for the

entire study area as well as the size distribution for the individual
drift sheets within southern Nelson County.

The color of the moist

diamicton varies from yellowish brown (Munsell color 10YR 5/4) to olive
gray (Munsell color 2.5Y 5/2).

It is generally firm when moist but be-

comes very hard when dry (Figure 5).

It is calcareous, has little or no

carbonate leaching and the dominant minerals are quartz, feldspar and
clay minerals, chiefly montmorillonite (Clayton, 1967, p. 43).

It also

contains large percentages of shale fragments, with selenite crystals and
limonitic concretions locally common.

Within the diamicton unit, but too

small to be mapped, are isolated inclusions of sand, gravel, and silt,
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TABLE 1
DIAMICTON PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
(in percent)

Location
Twp.-Ranae-Sec.

Sand

Silt

Clay

Gravel

151-57-5cbb
151-57-8daa
151-57-19aaa
151-59-12cdc
150-58-Sddc
150-58-27aaa
150-58-30aaa
150-57-29ddd
149-58-3ccc
149-58-14ddd
149-58-34bbb
149-57-lOaab
149-57-23bbb
149-57-34ccd
152-61-lOddd
152-61-21bbb
151-59-17ccc
151-59-29aab
151-59-4ddd
151-60-24ccb
151-61-4ddd
151-61-7bbb
151-61-25ddd
151-61-27bba
151-61-28cbb
150-60-4acc
150-60-5cbb
150-60-llddd
150-59-9cbc

48
46
43
33
42
42
32
43
32
22
42
40
34
36
13
38
39
36
43
41
34
31
53
42
38
36
27
30
38-

38
25
29
37
29
26
29
42
41
61
30
29
25
24
58
33
29
32
23
25
27
45
29
31
37
26
42
41
38

14
23
21
27
24
30
24
9
23
16
21
28
31
39
29
24
24
26
22
2)
33
22
13
21
21
17
27
27
20

0
6
7
3
2
2
15
6
4
1
7
3
10
2
0
5
8
6
12
11
6
2
5
6
4
21
4
2
4

150-59-33ccc

55

27

18

0

150-61-28cbb
149-59-18cdd
149-59-31ddd
149-59-5abb
149-60-18bcc1
149-60-18bccz
149-60-18bbc
149-60-19cdd
149-60-22aaa
149-61-lBbbb
149-61-22add
149-61-28add
149-61-33ddd

49
36
56
49
7
45
85
21
33
38
38
35
39

27
36
35
25

13
24
9
15
21
12
6
10
31
24
31
28
13

11
4
0
11
0
6
0
1
5
11
4
5

I

72

37
9
68
31
27
27
32
38

10

Drift

Kloten
Kloten
Kloten
Kloten
, Kloten
Kloten
K.loten
Kloten
Kloten
Kloten
Kloten
Kloten
Kloten
Kloten
North Viking
North Viking
Dead-Ice Moraine
Dead-Ice Moraine
Dead-Ice Moraine
Dead-Ice Moraine
North Viking
North Viking
North Viking
North Viking
North Viking
North Viking
North Viking
North Viking
S. of Dead-Ice
Moraine
S. of Dead-Ice
Moraine
McHenry - Cooperstown
McHenry - Cooperstown
McHenry - Cooperstown
McHenry - Cooperstown
McHenry - Cooperstown
McHenry - Cooperstown
McHenry - Cooperstown
McHenry - Cooperstown
McHenry - Cooperstown
McHenry - Cooperstown
McHenry - Cooperstown
McHenry - Cooperstown
McHenry - Cooperstown
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Fig. 4.--Grain size distribution of diamicton unit in southern Nelson County
(data in Table 1).
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Fig. 5.--Diamicton unit showing heterogeneity of particle sizes
and lack of stratif ication (southeast quar ter of s ec . 3 , T. 149 N. , R.
60 W. ).
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(which generally has highly distorted bedding).

The diam.icton unit is

genetically identified as till,

Gravel Unit
The gravel unit, unlike the diamicton unit, is not a widespread
unit and is mapped in only seven localities within the study area. Gravel
is a sediment containing greater than 80 percent gravel-size particles
(greater than 2 nnn diameter).

In this report, because of the variability

of particle sizes within each locality, the gravel unit includes isolated
concentrations of nearly 100 percent sand and some areas of gravelly sand.
In general the unit is poorly sorted (includes several Wentworth grades),
coarse-grained sediment with isolated concentrations of sand.

Its average

thickness is 20 to 30 feet and its color, when moist, is generally dark
brown (Munsell color 10YR 4/3 and 7.5YR 4/4) but is light gray (Munsell
color 2.5Y 7/1) where shale dominates the lithology.
structure

of

The internal

the unit shows both indistinct horizontal bedding (Figure 6)

and small- and large-scale cross bedding (Figure 7), typical of upper
flow-regime and lower flow-regime fluvial sediments, respectively (Allen,
1965, Table II, p. 114).

'Tilis unit contains large quantities of shale,

generally greater than 50 percent by volume and locally as high as 80
percent.

The highest percentage of shale is found in Mannie Lake Ridge,

T. 149 N., R. 60

w.

The shale here is in the form of large friable shale

cobbles 6 to 8 inches in diameter.

Similar concentrations are also

present locally in the Forde Esker Complex deposits (Figure 8).
The gravel unit which covers Mannie Lake Ridge has a highly
disrupted internal structure and has an average thickness of about 20
feet.
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Fig. 6.--Typical upper flow-regime de posi ts, generally charac te ristic of the lower t wo-thi rds of exposed esker depos its (northeast quarter
sec. 17, T. 151 N., R. 61 W.).

Fig. 7.--Typical lower flow-regime deposits, generally characteristic of the upper one-third of exposed esker deposits (northeast quarter
sec. 17, T. 151 N., R. 61 W.).
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Fig . 8.--Shale cobbles averaging 6 to 8 i nches in diameter
located in the Forde Esker Complex (sec. 26, T. 149 N., R. 61 W.).
Half-dollar in center of photo for scale.
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Mannie Lake Ridge is the surface expression of a bedrock (Pierre
Shale) high, accounting for the high shale content in the gravel unit.
Evidence for the bedrock high was obtained from seven test holes in the
area surrounding the ridge and from bedrock exposures one-half mile
north of the ridge.
The gravel unit in sections 25 and 28 T. 151 N., R. 61 W.,
(Plate 1), also displays distorted internal structure (Figure 9). Here,
large blocks of shale, 2 to 3 feet wide and 5 feet long, as well as
isolated blocks of diamicton, are found in the gravel units.

There are

also abundant small lenses of sand, which have both large- and small: JI'

scale cross bedding, and are frequently interrupted by minor faults.

Some

of these sand lenses also show some minor folding.
The other gravel unit localities on Plate 1 are linear deposits.
In these deposits the lower two-thirds (15-20 feet) of the unit is predominantly sandy gravel with indistinct horizontal bedding and the upper
one-third (8-10 feet) is sand and gravelly sand with both small- and
large-scale cross bedding.

These deposits are locally capped with till.

The gravel unit has been genetically interpreted as a glaciofluval deposit primarily ·from an upper flow-regime.
Silt Unit
The silt unit is generally located in lowlands which are occupied
by water for the major part of the year.

Grain-size analysis shows that

the unit is composed of about 58 percent silt, 28 percent clay and 14
percent sand.

Table 2 and Figure 10 shows the grain-size distribution of

the silt unit in southern Nelson County.

Its color is usually pale yellow

(Munsell color SY 7/3) when dry and light olive brown (Munsell color 2.SY
5/4) when wet.

It has a distinct horizontal bedding (Figure 11) and is

calcareous

-

d
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Fig. 9 . --Exposure of gravel unit displaying distorted internal
structure (sec. 29, T. 151 N. , R. 61 W.) . See Figure 28 for aeri al view.
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TABLE 2
SILT PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
(in percent)
Location
(Twp.-Range-Sec.)
152-61-10ddd
152-61-25ddc 1
152-61-25ddc2
152-61-26dcc
152-61-35aaa
149-60-18bcc
149-60-19cdd
149-60-29dcc
149-60-29cda
149-60-29ccd1
149-60-29ccd2
149-60-31bbc
149-61-36add

Sand

Silt

Clay

Lake Basin

8
20
29
5
0

64
40
45
67
79
73
73
62
36
52
50
54
52

28
40
26
28
21
22
12
24
22
30
32
12
13

Stump Lake

5

15
14
42
18
18
34

35

II
11

"

11

Lake Bergen*
II

II
11

II
If

II

"

*Buried Silt

In the northern and western parts of the Stump Lake Plain the
upper 1 foot of the silt unit is a sandy, silty marl, and is very conspicuous because of its color.

It is a light olive gray (Munsell color

SY 6/2) when wet changing to a white when dry.

This upper 1 foot of

the silt unit is highly calcareous, containing numerous mollusk shells
(Figure 12).

The mollusks were identified by Dr. J. Mark Erickson, 1969,

Geology Department, St. Lawrence University, Canton, New York.

The

mollusks ~re identical to those presently found in most freshwater lakes
in the upper midwest.

They are unique neither to the Pleistocene or

Holocene epoch but are common to both.

The marl layer is located between

the 1430 and 1440 foot elevation, well below the threshold of the Big
Stony Spillway (1458 feet) which drained the Stump Lake Basin.
Stump Lake is presently very saline and shows no evidence of
supporting any of the mollusks found in the marl layer.
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Buried lake Bergen deposits.
Stump Lake deposits.

Fig. 10.--Grain size distribution of the silt unit in southern
Nelson County (data in Table 2).

N
V,

Fig. 12 . --Mollusks from t he upper 1 f oot of the silt un it , Stump Lake Bas i n.
1. Helisoma anceps (Menke); 2. Helisoma companulathon (Say) ; 3. Gy raulus cf.~ pa rvus
(Say); 4. Valvata tricarinata ( Say) ; 5 . Valvata lewisi (Currier ); 6. Pisidium compressum ;
7. Pi sidium ~ ; 8. Probythinella pa custris (?); 9. Amnicola limos a (?) (Say ); 10. Lymnea
~ ; 11. Succinea ~ or Oxyfoma ~ (?) (Say); 12. ? Lampsili s ~ (Union i d shell f r agments).
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Fig. 11.--Silt unit exposure in roadside ditch. Note its
characteristic stratification (southwest quarter of sec. 26, T. 152 N.,
R. 61 W.).
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Because the marl layer is the uppermost layer of the silt unit in
the Stump Lake Basin and because it is found well below the spillway and
the well developed strandlines of both Stump and Devils L~kes, it appears
that the mollusks are Holocene rather than Pleistocene in age.

The max-

imwn thickness of the unit could not be determined but thicknesses between

18 feet and 24 feet were encountered in four test holes along the northern
and western margins of the Stump Lake Plain (sections 26, 27, and 30 T.
152N., R. 61

w.

and section 16 T. 151 N., R. 61

w.,).

the lake plain (NW 1/4, section 21; T. 151 N., R. 61

One test hole within

w.)

penetrated 25 feet

of silt before being terminated at the water table.
Marginal to Mannie Lake Ridge in the southwest corner of the
county, the silt unit is buried beneath 3 to 5 feet of sand and gravelly
sand,

The sand appears to be confined to the outer edges of the unit and

may have been deposited by wave action or slope wash.
The other areas of this unit shown on Plate 1 were delineated
primarily bX their surface form, strandlines, and proximity to present
lakes as observed on aerial photographs.
A second map unit (Buried Silt) is used to subdivide the silt
lithostratigraphic unit on Plate 1.

This subdivision is based on the

unique stratigraphic association of the unit within the county.

The

buried silt is confined to a small area in the southwestern part of Nelson
County (T. 149 N., R, 60W. and T. 149 N., R. 61 W.) (Plate 1).

The best

exposures are in road cuts along the county road separating the two
townships (Figure 13),

Road construction has exposed a sequence of well-

bedded silts that are covered by a layer of sa~d,

The sand is overlain,

at the northern extent of the exposure, by a layer of diamicton averaging
about 1 foot thick,

This stratigraphic association of diamicton resting

on a layer of sand and gravelly sand, which lies directly on silt, was

27

Fig. 13.--Buried silt unit showing gently undulating bedding
overlain by fine sand and diamicton (northeast quarter of sec. 31 , T.
149 N., R. 60 W. ) .
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found in no other locality in the study area.
The buried silt has a pale yellow (Munsell color 2.SY 7/4) color
when dry and an olive brown color (Munsell color 2.SY 4/4) when wet.

Grain

size analysis of the silt indicates an average of 60 percent silt sized
particles with the remained evenly divided between the sand and clay size.
The silt is connnonly calcareous and has well defined bedding.

The entire

layer dips slightly to the north and has been subjected to minor folding.
The northernmost exposure of the buried silt is lo,cated at an elevation
of about 1485 feet and the southernmost exposure is about 1540 feet.
Only one test hole (SW 1/4, SW 1/4, section 29, T. 149 N., R. 60 W.)
penetrated the entire silt layer (indicating a thickness of 10 feet).
The sand and gravelly sand, which overlie the silt layer, is
continuous along the entire length of the exposure and thickens from
4 to 5 feet in the north to greater than 10 feet to the south.

:i

i il
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The sand

and gravelly sand varies in color from dark grayish brown (Munsell color

10YR 4/2) tQ pale brown (Munsell color 10YR 6/3).

Horizontal bedding is

connnon but frequently has sections which are steeply inclined.

The

'I

diamicton, which overlies the sand and gravelly sand varies from 1 to 3
feet thick in the northern half of the exposure and is absent in the
southern half.

In section 29, T. 149 N., R. 60

w.

the diamicton lies

directly on the silt layer and the layer of sand and gravelly sand is
absent.
The lateral extent of the buried silt, as shown on Plate 1, is
an estimate.

Similar buried silt deposits have been reported in eastern

Eddy County and southwestern Nelson County where approximately 10 feet
of silt is located between two layers of diamicton (Bluemle, 1965, p. 43).
The southwestern Nelson County exposure reported by Bluemle could not be

--

C
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found during the summer of 1968 or 1969.

The buried silt layer is inter-

preted as an overridden glacial lake deposit.
Sand Unit
--This is the second most extensive unit within Nelson County.

It

is composed primarily of medium to fine sand, but also contains gravelly
sand and sandy gravel.

Gravel-size particles (greater than 2 mm diameter)

generally make up less than 30 percent of this unit.
sand when moist

The color of the

is generally dark brown (Munsell color 7.5YR 4/4) or

light brownish gray (Munsell color 10YR 6/2).
leached from this unit.
edge of the outwash plain

Carbonates have been

Its thickness ranges from 1 foot, along the
north of Sheyenne River Channel, to greater

than 300 feet in section 20, T. 150 N., R. 59

w.

thickness is due to a buried preglacial valley.

(Appendix A).

This great

Thicknesses greater than

100 feet are common west of Tolna (Plate 1) also because of buried pre_.
glacial valleys.

The sand unit contains excellent small- and large-scale

cross bedding typical of lower flow-regime fluvial sediments (Figure 7).
The northernmost exposures generally have more gravel than exposures
farther south.
The upper part of the sand unit is generally a layer of wellsorted fine- to medium-sand, which, on the average, ranges from 1 to 4
feet in thickness.

In sections 7, 8, 17, and 18 of T. 150 N., R. 61 W.,

however, the thickness reaches a maximum of about 15 feet.

The color of

this upper layer, when moist, is generally brown (Munsell color lOYR 4/3)
to dark grayish brown (Munsell color lOYR 3/2).

The darker color is

found in the upper plow-layer and is due to the high content of humus.
This upper layer of well-sorted sand has no visible internal sedimentary
structure and has been completely leached of all carbonates.
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Along the west edge of section 7, T. 150 N., R. 61 W., several
road cuts have exposed two black layers (Figure 14) with a high humus
content which represent former surface horizons.
This well sorted sand layer also overlies a boulder pavement of
unknown extent in the area between the unnamed coulee one and a half
miles southwest of Tolna and the Sheyenne River Channel.

The boulder

pavement is exposed in the road-cut along the south edge of section 21,
T. 150 N., R. 61 W. and is a single layer of cobbles and small boulders
averaging 8 to 12 inches in diameter.

The boulders lie directly on

diamicton.
Also included within the sand unit are many long, narrow, linear
deposits, that are connnonly segmented (Figure 15).

Most of these deposits

were initially located on aerial photographs and were then examined in
the field.

The exposures showed well developed small- and large-scale

cross bedding in sand and gravelly sand.

Their entire thickness was not

determined;,however, surface exposures 15 to 20 feet thick were observed.
Similar linear deposits in southwestern Nelson County have been
included in the gravel unit because of the abundance of gravel in the
lower two-thirds of the deposit.

Although exposures in southeastern

Nelson County did not show this relationship, there is a possibility that
gravel does exist at depth.

A high water table present during the 1968

and 1969 summers prevented the obtaining of reliable data from below the
surface exposures.
The sand unit is genetically interpreted as fluvial and glaciofluvial deposits overlain by eolian deposits.

Its age is Pleistocene

and Holocene.
Sandy Silt Unit
The sandy silt unit is a discontinuous deposit of varying lith-

d
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Fig. 15.--Segmented esker (arrow) (sec. 21, T. 15 1 N. , R. 57 W. ).
Typical of most eskers in Nelson County (View t o the northwest).

Fig. 14.--Sand dune deposits showing two istinct s oi l horizons
rich in organic material (northwest quarter of sec . 7 , T. 150 N., R.
61 W.).
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ology that overlies the diamicton unit.

It includes local deposits of

sandy silt, silt, silty sand, gravelly sand, and sandy gravel.

Sorting

is moderate to good with small- and large-scale cross bedding connnon.
Its color, when moist, varies from pale brown (Munsell color 10YR 6/3)
to reddish-brown (Munsell color SYR 5/3).
generally leached of carbonates.

The sand and gravel is

The upper layer of the unit, averaging

about 6 inches to 1 foot thick, is generally a calcareous gray silt
(Munsell color 7.SYR 6/1 to S/1) that becomes black when wet.

The

entire unit is confined to present stream valleys (Plate 1) but also
includes some sandy colluvium in T. 149 N., R. 60

w.

Good exposures

.! ,1!,

,H

of this unit are few and widely spaced with the best occurring in borrow
pits.

The pits are 15 to 25 feet deep and display cross bedded gravelly

sand and sandy gravel.

Locally within the valleys the sandy silt unit

'
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may be entirely lacking with only the underlying diamicton present.
Black Clay Unit
The black clay unit is confined to low areas, which were or
presently are occupied by lakes, ponds, and marshes.
are too small to map.

Most of the areas

There are no vertical exposures of this unit and

information obtained from drilling is very limited because of the proximity of the water table.

The thickness of the unit is estimated to be

from less than 1 foot to about 5 feet thick.

The dark color is a result

of topsoil being washed into the low areas from the surrounding hill
slopes and from the accumulation of decaying organic matter.

The clay

unit is extremely sticky, probably because of a high montmorillonite
content typically present in the glacial drift of North Dakota (Clayton,
1967, p. 41 and Royse and Callender, 1967, p. 57).
calcareous.

111111

The unit is typically

It is Holocene in age.

-

HISTORICAL GEOLOGY AND ASSOCIATED LANDFORMS
Preglacial Topography and Drainage
The preglacial surface of southern Nelson County (Figure 16) is
interpreted from more than 158 test holes drilled by the U.S. Geological
Survey and the North Dakota State Water Commission and from well logs
recorded during the construction of the Minuteman Missile sites.
I

Appendix B has a list of the well logs that were available and the elevation of the bedrock at each site.

r·
'"

'.
I,

It also includes the approximate
I

bedrock elevation for all the surface exposures within the study area.

I'

The major part of the wells were drilled in the southwest corner
of the county with only scattered test wells throughout the remaining
part of Nelson County.

This provided good bedrock topography control

for the southwestern corner and only limited control for most of the
!•

county.

The data obtained, however, strongly suggest a preglacial

surface with considerably more relief than the present surface.

The

elevation of the bedrock surface varies from an average of near 1450
feet above sea level in the east to about 1300 feet in the west.

The

average relief varies from 40 to 50 feet per square mile in the east
to about 100 feet per square mile in the southwest.

The maximum relief

measures greater than 200 feet in the southwest corner.

The entire

preglacial surface was formed on the Cretaceous Pierre Shale.
The most prominent preglacial feature in the area was a channel
1 mile wide and greater than 200 feet deep (Downey, 1969), which will
be referred to as the McVille Channel.

The channel trends northwesterly
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across Nelson County from T. 149 N., R. 58 W. to T. 152 N., R. 61 W.
(Figure 16).

The channel passes directly beneath the village of McVille

and the East Bay of Stump Lake.

The elevation of the channel floor is

entirely below the 1200-foot level in Nelson County, but not enough
data are available to determine either the degree or direction of slope.
A broad valley southwest of the McVille Channel, here called the Hamar
Valley, is located along the Eddy-Nelson County line (T. 150 N., R.
61 W.).

This valley has a definite northward slope which fits the

established preglacial regional drainage of northeastern North Dakota.
The regional drainage of North Dakota is described and discussed by
Flint (1955 and 1957), Lemke and Colton (1958), Colton and others (1963),
Lemke and others (1965), and Bluemle (1965, 1967b, 1968, and 1971b.

i

, I

'I

i

I

I

This suggests that maybe the McVille Channel also drained northward.

I I

South of the Hamar Valley, in Griggs County, there is a driftfilled valley, cut in bedrock, that drains southward (Rude, 1966, p.
29-33).

This is the northern limit of the Spiritwood Valley, which

was first discovered in Barnes County, south of Griggs County (Huxel,
1961, p. 179).

The southward gradient of this valley is about 3 feet

per mile (Kelly and Block, 1967, p. 44).

Most of the evidence for pre-

glacial drainage in North Dakota, as previously mentioned, indicates
northward drainage.

Therefore, the southward gradient of the Spiritwood

Valley creates an interesting problem for which there are several explanations.

It could have been formed 1) by the southward diversion of

preglacial streams (Kelly and Block, 1967, p. 42-44), 2) entirely by
the drainage of glacial meltwater (Bluemle, 1968, and Kelly and Block,
1967, p. 42), or 3) it may have been a northward sloping preglacial
stream valley whose gradient was reversed by glacial meltwater (Huxel,
1961, p. 180).

I'

No one theory has yet been substantiated but at present

'i'
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the best explanation seems to be that the diversion of preglacial streams
initiated the valley formation and glacial meltwater completed its development filling it with outwash.

A detailed discussion of the Spiritwood

Valley is presented by Kelly (1964).
In summary, the preglacial topography of southern Nelson County
was more rugged than present, especially in the southwest corner.
surface was well drained with northward flowing streams.

The

The stream

occupying the McVille Channel was very likely the,main stream in the
area draining northwestward into the preglacial Cannonball River, whose
waters eventually discharged into the Hudson Bay area (Bluemle, 1967a,

! 1,:1,:i
':!
'l

p. 132).

The Hamar Valley is believed to have been a tributary of the

McVille Channel,entering it in southeastern Ramsey County.

Southward

iii
i:
I'

I

drainage in the Spiritwood Valley and possibly the McVille Channel

1

I
I

1 I

occurred only when advancing glaciers blocked the northward drainage,
and probably was not firmly established until Wisconsinan time.
Glacial History
I

'

Midwestern United States experienced the effects of at least
four major glacial periods during the Quaternary.

North Dakota's position

with respect to the centers of ice accumulation in Canada, and the
presence of a bedrock low in the eastern part of the state, made it an
obvious route for continental glaciers during the Quaternary.

Evidence

for glaciation is found over most of the state with the exception of the
extreme southwest corner.
Nelson County, because of its location, was affected by numerous
glacial advances.

The surface of the county is dominated by "late Wis-

consinan" drift (Clayton, 1970) (Figure 17) and is believed to be less
than 13.2 thousand radiocarbon years old (Prest, 1969) (Figure 18).
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Evidence for earlier glaciation has been obtained from the logs of numerous test holes and Minuteman Missile site excavations (Bluemle, 1967a,
Evidence of Pre-Wisconsinan Glaciation
The occurrence of multiple drift exposures is widely scattered
across the state.

They include exposures in Kidder County (Rau and

others, 1962, p. 22); Ward County (Lemke and Kaye, 1958, p. 95 and
Pettyjohn, 1967, p. 123); Logan County (Clayton, 1962, p. 550); Wells
County (Kresel, 1964, p. 40, Masters thesis, unpublished, University of
North Dakota); Barnes County (Kelly and Block, 1967, p. 19 and 27);
,I ,:r

Mountrail County (Clayton, in press); and McLean County (Bluemle, 1971a,
P• 16).

I,,

These exposures indicate past fluctuations of the ice margin

but do not necessarily designate major fluctuations.

:
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As yet no finite radiocarbon dates have been obtained for these
lower drifts.

However, many of the characteristics of the buried tills

and intertill deposits support the idea of multiple glaciation rather
than minor fluctuations of the ice.

For example, many of the buried

tills are more compact, highly jointed, and contain concentrations of
minerals not found in overlying till.

Intertill deposits of soil

(Bluemle, 1967a, p. 134), thick oxidized zones (greater than 15 feet)
(Bluemle, 1968), and layers of outwash and lacustrine deposits of significant thickness (about 25 feet thick or more) all support the fact that

1111.':,I I

North Dakota was subjected to more than one glaciation.

;i!Jlll1l!,.1i·

,:U~;:11i.r\:_·:1

In 1964, while investigating Minuteman Missile site excavations
in northeastern North Dakota, Bluemle (1967a) observed 25 exposures of
two or more tills.

The lower tills had the characteristics previously

mentioned for possible pre-Wisconsinan tills, including a greater quantity of iron and magnesium oxides than the surface till (Bluemle, 1967a,

C
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p. 135).

A radiocarbon date of greater than ZS,000 years B.P. was

obtained from a wood sample in the third till, 44 feet below the surface
in Ramsey County, suggesting only that the till is older than late
Wisconsinan.

Two of the multiple drift sites observed are within the

study area (Bluemle, 1967a, Figure L-1).
A multiple drift exposure is located just east of Blue Mountain
in a roadside ditch immediately south of an unnamed coulee that drains
into Stump Lake.

Here, the upper 5 to 6 feet of silty till is separated

from the lower sandier till by 1 to' 2 feet of cross bedded sand.

No

difference in characteristics of the two tills was observed other than
grain size.

I

Because of the very thin intertill deposit and the similarity

of the two tills, this exposure is believed to represent only a minor

•'! !
I

I I

fluctuation in the ice front and not two separate glaciations.

I
I I

An investigation of 88 well logs from southern Nelson County

indicates possible multiple drifts at 26 locatities (Appendix A).

Two

well logs show an oxidized zone below unoxidized drift and 19 others
indicate the presence of two or more till units.

!

Five of the 19 logs

show till units separated by more than 25 feet of non-till deposits
(mostly outwash) and the remaining 14 showed till units separated by
deposits averaging 5 feet thick.

Five other well logs showed till

buried beneath 8 to 100 feet of outwash and gravel.
On the basis of these multiple till sites it is very likely
that Nelson County experienced glaciation before the "late Wisconsinan"
and the possibility of pre-Wisconsinan glaciation is quite strong.

How-

ever, the lack of any widespread recognizable marker horizon, such as
an erosional surface, oxidation zone or paleosoltand the lack of datable
materials, prevents the correlation of any drift sequence from one
locality to the other even within a small area.

:1

I,
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Late Wisconsinan Glaciation
The Wisconsinan glacier ice advanced south-southeast across

North Dakota and was confined primarily to the area east of the Missouri
Escarpment (Figure 17).

But the Coteau was overridden on several

occasions, during "late Wisconsinan", "early Wisconsinan", and presumably
pre-Wisconsinan time.
As the ice flowed southeastward into North Dakota from Canada
it was separated into two lobes by a bedrock high, the Turtle Mountains.
The western lobe moved across the Souris River Basin and is referred to
as the Souris River Lobe; the eastern lobe is called the Leeds Lobe,

! 111\

I!!/"

for the small city of Leeds in Benson County (Lemke, and Colton, 1958,
p, 58) (Figure 18).

It is the Leeds Lobe that deposited the drift in

''1

, ! I

\ i:

Ir:

Nelson County.

Farther south, in east-central North Dakota, the Souris

j If
, I:,,

River and Leeds Lobe again merged.
Early studies in North Dakota postulated at least six distinct
major Wisconsinan glacial advances within the state.

These glacial

advances were identified primarily by the prominent end moraines and
ice marginal channels (Lemke, and others, 1965, p. 21).

More recent

studies by Clayton (1970) indicate no more than three major Wisconsinan
advances represented by the Napoleon, Zeeland-Long Lake-Charlson and
Burnstad-Streeter drifts (Figure 17).

The end moraines northeast of

the Burnstad and Streeter moraines are interpreted as recessional
moraines.

The lack of radiocarbon dates has made it very difficult to

place these drifts in Wisconsinan stratigraphy.

The first formal

attempt to correl~te the glacial deposits of North Dakota with radiocarbon dates was by Clayton (1966).

Clayton collected the few scattered

radiocarbon dates from North Dakota, South Dakota, Manitoba and Saskatchewan and attempted to correlate them across the state and provin-

I
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cial boundary lines.

The most recent attempt to correlate and date the

Pleistocene stratigraphy of North America is by Prest (1969).

Prest

depicts the entire sequence of retreat of the Wisconsinan ice from the
North American Continent (Figure 18).
The three Wisconsinan drifts in North Dakota, which were previously mentioned, have not been reliably dated nor is the mineralogy
of the drifts distinctive enough to differentiate them from each other.
The drifts have been differentiated on the basis of overlap, truncation
of moraines, and the degree of erosion and integration of drainage.
The differences are especially striking between the Napoleon and

.·11,i

Zeeland-Long Lake-Charlson drifts.
The Burnstad-Streeter drift is the most widespread drift within
the state.

The overlap and truncation of the Zeeland-Long Lake-Charlson

I iii

I !!f
I Ii,
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drift is clearly observed in several localities (Figure 17).

This drift

was originally dated at between 12,000 and 12,500 radiocarbon years B.P.
(Clayton, 1966, p. 10) but has recently been revised to about 13,200
radiocarbon years B.P. (Prest, 1969).

This would place it in the late

Woodfordian time (Frye and others, 1968, p. E4).
As the ice retreated northward into Canada several recessional
moraines were formed and glacial Lake Agassiz came into existence.
Debris that gathered along the old strand lines of Lake Agassiz in
North Dakota have supplied several radiocarbon dates for the close of
the Pleistocene.

The highest beach level of Lake Agassiz, the Herman

Beach, has been dated at
and Ruhe, 1965, p. 39).

11,740 radiocarbon years B.P. (Y-1327, Wright
Elson, (1967, p. 76 and 81) estimates the

Herman Beach was abandoned about 12,000 to 12,300 radiocarbon years B.P.
Therefore the ice must have retreated from the major part of North Dakota
prior to 12,000 radiocarbon years B.P.

If these interpretations are

I,,

,
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correct it took the ice somewhere between 1000 and 700 years to retreat
from the Streeter End Moraine (13,200 radiocarbon years B.P.) to the
Canadian border in eastern North Dakota (12,600 radiocarbon years B.P.,
Prest, 1969) (Figure 18).

Glacial Lake Agassiz I probably began forming

about 12,900 radiocarbon years B.P.
Nelson County is entirely covered by late Wisconsinan drift
deposited during the retreat of the Leeds Lobe.

The drift is predomin-

antly ground moraine with parts of four recessional moraines, several
areas of dead-ice moraine, two rather extensive outwash plains, and a
lacustrine plain which surrounds the present Stump Lake.

The great

majority of the county, everything north and east of the Sheyenne River,

'I

is covered by the North Viking-Kloten drift and the southwest corner of

)':I

t
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the county is covered by McHenry-Cooperstown drift.

I 11!.1
I 11 I

The McHenry and

Cooperstown end moraines are both located in Griggs County (Rude, 1966,
: I

and Merritt, 1966) with only the extreme northern tip both extending
into Nelson County (Plate 2).

i' i

For the convenience of the following discussion, the deglaciation
of Nelson County will be discussed as two arbitrary recessional phases,
each marked by an ice marginal position within the county.
Phase I
The deglaciation of Nelson County began with the retreat of the
glacier from the McHenry and Cooperstown end moraines (Figure 19).

The

McHenry End Moraine has been traced from southeastern Benson County
through eastern Eddy County, northeastern Foster County (Bluemle, 1965,
p. 45), into northwestern Griggs County (Rude, 1966, Plate 1), and
enters the southwestern corner of Nelson County (T. 149 N~, R. 61
section 35) (Plate 2).

w.,

The Cooperstown End Moraine, mapped by Rude

11111
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Fig. 19.--Phase Ia. Position of glacier margin during the deposition of the McHenry and Cooperstown moraines. Retreat from this
position initiated the first phase of the deglaciation of Nelson County.
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(1966, Plate 1) Merritt (1966, Plate 1) and Kelly and Block (1967,
Plate 1), is a discontinuous ridge, which trends northwesterly from
northeastern Barnes County, through Griggs County, and enters the southwestern part of Nelson County (T. 149 N., R. 60 W,, section 31) (Plate 2).
Evidence for these two end moraines in Nelson County is based on their
high relief, 70 to 100 feet above the surrounding area, their linear
appearance, and the fact that they are adjacent to areas in Griggs
County that are identified as end moraines (Rude, ,1966, Plate 1).

Strati-

graphic information for these moraines in Nelson County is absent.
South of the boundary between T. 149 N., R, 61
and T. 149 N., R. 60

w.

w.

(Forde Township)

(Bergen Township) in Griggs County, the McHenry

and Cooperstown moraines are separated by a 1500-foot wide meltwater
channel.

The channel drained meltwater southward and is presently occupied

by the east branch of the Bald'Hill Creek, which heads in this area.
North of the McHenry and Cooperstown moraines, in Nelson and
Eddy counties, the surface is covered with a layer of ground moraine on
which several long, low, linear drumlins and washboard moraines clearly
indicate a southwestward ice flow.
Ground Moraine.--Ground moraine is defined here as a gently undulating
accumulation of drift composed of both lodgement and ablation till.

In

Nelson County it was not possible to distinguish the two types of till.
Ground moraine is part of the diamicton stratigraphic unit (pages 12 to
17).

Ground moraine relief is generally less than 30 feet per square

mile with slopes ranging from 1 to 4 degrees. Drainage is non-integrated
to poorly integrated with shallow lakes and marshes connnon.
The McHenry and Cooperstown ground moraine is characterized by
a smooth surface and a poorly integrated drainage.

Shallow lakes and

marshes are common but not numerous, and are primarily confined to the
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poorly integrated drainage ways.
Washboard Moraines.--Included within the McHenry and Cooperstown ground
moraine are small areas of washboard moraines.

These are best observed

west of Johnson Lake in Eddy County.but also occur along the Griggs
County line in T. 149 N., R. 60

w.

ridges of till, 4 to 15 feet high.
highly variable.

Washboard moraines are parallel
The length ~fa washboard moraine is

Washboard moraines are difficult to recognize in the

field but are easily observed on aerial photographs (Figure 20). These
narrow ridges are believed to be remnants of englacial shear moraines
that form parallel to the ice front (Nielsen, 1970, p. 162).

:I,

Behind the

I I
:I

'
I

ii

McHenry End Moraine in Eddy County the washboard moraines have an

i IJ'

arcuate shape with the concave side toward the northeast, indicating a

I~

I
I;

southwesterly ice flow.

·I

Drumlins and Grooved Surface.--Also associated with the McHenry and
Cooperstown ground moraine are several narrow, linear drumlins and one
small grooved surface area (Figure 21).

The drumlins are narrow ridges

of till, which vary in lengtq, width and height.

They are difficult to

locate in the field because of their low relief (less than 10 feet)
but are easily located on aerial photographs.

The best developed drum-

lins, more than a mile in length, are west of Johnson Lake in Eddy County.
Several smaller drumlins, less than a quarter mile in length, are east of
the Johnson Lake Channel in section 29, T. 149 N., R. 61

w.

A more de-

tailed description of these narrow linear drumlins is presented by Lemke

(19S8).

In T. 149 N., R. 61 W. is a grooved surface area adjacent to

the Johnson Lake Channel.

Several of the grooves can be traced nearly

a mile.
Forde Esker Complex.--After the deposition of the McHenry and Cooperstown
moraines the ice stagnated and superglacial, englacial, and subglacial

I.'
I

i.

I ·

.p..

"°

Fig. 21 . - -Aerial v iew of grooved surface (A) with several long, linear drumlins
t o the s outheast (B). (sec. 29 and 30, T. 149 N. , R. 61 w. ) . These features indicate a
southwester l y flow of i ce .
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Fig. 20.--Washboar d mora ines , in northwes tern Nelson County,
showing a rcua te pa ttern of individual r idges (View to the northeas t ).
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drainage developed. Part of the subglacial drainage is represented by a
large esker complex, named the Forde Esker Complex for the township in
which it is located.

The complex is located primarily in T. 149 N., R.

61 W. of Nelson County with single ridges extending into both Eddy and
Griggs County (Bluemle, 1965, Plate 1, and Rude, 1966, Plate 1).

The

esker complex is more than 5 miles long and varies from a quarter of
a mile to half a mile in width.

The largest number of parallel esker

ridges is six, in section 18 (Figure 22).

To the.southeast of here, the

number of ridges decreases and short, subdued esker segments become
more common.

In the southeast corner of section 20, the esker complex

I

',·!

, i!li

bifurcates with two discontinuous ridges extending northward and two
southward.

The ridges of the southern fork join in section 28 to form a

single prominent ridge but the ridges in the north fork bifurcate and
form a "braided" pattern,

I

In section 27 the north and south forks re-

unite to form a single prominent ridge which continues southeastward
into Griggs County.

; I
I

t ! )i
l. i'1f '
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Relief averages 50 feet with a maximum of 90 feet

at several localities.

In sections 19 and 20 of Forde Township (T. 149

I

I''

N., R. 61 W.) the esker complex is dissected by a half-mile wide channel
(Figure 22).

This channel is discussed in more detail on page 53.

The meltwater drained by the Forde Esker Complex drained southeastward,
originally across the McHenry Moraine.

This is based on the fact that

the southernmost extent of the complex, the single ridge mapped by Rude
(1966, Plate 1), terminates in T. 148 N., R. 61

w.,

section 2, adjacent

to the meltwater channel.
As the ice continued to melt and its surface lowered below the

crest of the McHenry Moraine, the old outlet of the esker complex was
abandoned and a new one formed north of the McHenry Moraine.

The new

outlet drained meltwater eastward into the interlobate area of the

-

a

'-.

Ul

Fig. 22. --Fo rde Esker Complex ( sec, 18, T. 149 N. , R. 61 W.). Note the Johnson
Lak e Channe l (A) vi sible in the upper h alf of the photo (View to the southeast),
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McHenry and Cooperstown ice.
began to form.

Here, a relatively small glacial lake

This lake is referred to as glacial Lake Bergen and is

discussed in more detail on page 54.

As the ice continued to melt,

water continued to discharge along the route of the Forde Esker Complex
even after most of the complex was exposed and free of surrounding ice.
The discharging meltwater removed the till that surrounded and even
covered the esker complex in places.

The resulting effect was that the

esker complex is now located in a depression (Figure 22).

The discon-

tinuous nature of the ridges is probably the result of meltwater cutting
through the ridges during periods of high runoff.

The southeasterly

: i

flow of meltwater along the Forde Esker Complex formed a small but
prominent meltwater channel in T. 149 N., R. 61

w.

sections 35 and T.

149 N., R. 60 W. section 31 (U.S.G.S., Binford N.W., 7.5-minute topo-

11!/

!

I l!
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graphic quadrangle).
Meltwater Channels.--Southwest of the Forde Esker Complex are two well
developed channels, which were initially formed by meltwater.

One

channel is presently occupied by Johnson Lake in the extreme southwestern
corner of the county and the other is about 2 miles east of Johnson
Lake (Plate 2).

Both channels presently drain northward but are believed

to have drained meltwater southward through the McHenry Moraine during
glacial times.

The southward gradient of the channels during glacial

1 at which the tributary valleys
times is indicated primarily by the ang e
join the channels.
channel.

This is

especially noticeable with the eastern

nte eastern channel is more

than 40 feet deep. and about a

southward more than 3 miles to
.
wid
dis easily traced
e an
h alf a mile
be traced south o f the
.
county but cannot
in Griggs
'
.
Hoot-E-Toot Lake
h plain does exist
A fairly large outwas
lake (Rude, 1966, Plate 1).
have been an outlet
1965 Plate 1) and may
ak (Bluemle,
•
east of the l e

:t

I ! !:

;

I
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for this channel.

The evidence for the southward gradient of the Johnson

Lake Channel during glacial times is less evident than that of the eastern channel.

There are few well-established tributaries except at the

ends of the channel.
northern gradient,

The tributaries at the northern end indicate a
The southern tributaries enter the channel at nearly

right angles, some suggesting northward drainage and others southward
drainage.

Since the southern part of the channels were exposed first

by deglaciation the initial flow in the channels was southward.

Later

drainage was reversed as lower outlets were developed to the north such
as the Sheyenne River Channel.
The Johnson Lake Channel is about nine miles long, extending
southwestward from section 3, T. 149 N., R. 61

w.

in Nelson County, to

, I
I

I

section 22, T. 148 N., R. 62 W. in Griggs County.

It dissects the Forde

Esker Complex in sections 19 and 20 of T. 149 N., R, 61

w.

South of the

esker complex the channel is about 60 feet deep and north of the complex
it averages less than 20 feet deep, becoming difficult to trace.

.Most

of the channel, from its northern limit to the south end of Johnson Lake,
is half a mile wide.

At the northern limit the channel drains into two

narrow V-shaped valleys, which empty into the Sheyenne River Channel
half a mile to the north.

South of Johnson Lake the half mile wide

channel is replaced hy two smaller channels, one a quarter of a mile
wide and the other less than 1000 feet wide.

These two channels then

unite about a half a mile south of Johnson Lake to form a channel about
a quarter of a mile wide.

The fact that the half mile wide channel

terminates and is replaced at both ends by two considerably narrower
channels, creates an interesting problem.

If one assumes the channel's

origin to be a result of southern drainage, as suggested by some tributaries south of Johnson Lake and one channel north of the Forde Esker

I
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Complex, why does the channel to the south become narrower and have a
northward gradient? The channel obviously should be wider downstream
and should have a southward gradient.

On

the other hand, if one assumes

an origin by northward drainage, as indicated by three well developed
tributaries north of the Forde Esker Complex and by the present gradient
for the channel, why does this half-mile wide channel suddenly split
into two very narrow (200 feet wide) channels one and one half miles
before reaching the Sheyenne River Channel?
a stream this size would have cut
River.

a channel

It seems more likely that
all the way into the Sheyenne

A third explanation for the channel origin is that the half-mile
/!ii

wide channel resulted from the overall settling and compaction of

:'!'.. ;i
.i 'I'

sediments or from melting of buried ice within a bedrock trough.

Exam-

j

I

j

I
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I 'lo
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ination of the bedrock topography (Figure 16) shows a linear depression
in about the same location as the present Johnson Lake Channel.

Therefore

the entire valley may be the result of subsidence from compaction or
melting ice.

If this theory is correct the remnants of the Forde.Esker

Complex should be present below the channel in sections 19 and 20, T. 149
N., R. 61 W.

This information, however, is not available.

by meltwater erosion and was probably deepened and widened by later
subsidence.
Glacial Lake Bergen.--North of the meltwater channel that separates the
McHenry and Cooperstown moraines and along the township boundary between

w.

is a sequence of road cuts

that have exposed a layer of buried silt (Plate 1).

The silt has well

defined bedding and is overlain by a layer of sand.

The sand, in turn,

is overlain by a layer of till at the northern exposures (see page 26
for a more detailed description of the stratigraphy).

'I

The evidence

presently available suggests that the Johnson Lake Channel was initiated

T. 149 N., R. 61 W. and T. 149 N., R. 60

I

The silt is

•!

!

I

I i
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interpreted as lake sediment that was deposited in a small interlobate,
glacial lake (Figure 23). · The size and existence of the lake was due
to a bedrock high to the northeast of the interlobate area.

The bed-

rock high blocked or at least retarded the flow of ice into the lee
side of the bedrock high, thereby producing a low area within the
ice where a lake could form.

The southward drainage of the water was

restricted by the presence of the McHenry and Cooperstown moraines.
Drainage east and west was blocked by active and stagnant ice.

This

resulting lake is named glacial Lake Bergen for the township in which it
is located.

Water for Lake Bergen was derived from the melting ice in

the immediate vicinity and later from the Forde Esker Complex area.
The outlet for the lake was southward through the channel between the
I I

McHenry and Cooperstown moraines.
deposit 10 feet of silt.

The lake remained long enough to

I

The continued discharge to the south even-

tually lowered the spillway enough to drain the entire lake.

The present

threshold elevation (1530+ feet) is lower than the southernmost silt exposure (about 1540 feet).

I I
•

'i

Meltwater continued to flow over the area

after the lake drained covering the lake deposits with a thick layer of
well sorted sand.

Mudflows or possibly a minor fluctuation of the ice

front covered the northern part of the sand layer with a thin layer of
till.

Because the lake silt beds dip to the north (page 28) and show

several minor folds (Figure 13)

it is believed that much of glacial Lake

Bergen was deposited on ice.
Mannie Lake Ridge.--At about
tion of glacial Lake Bergen,

the same time or slightly before the formalarge quantities

of outwash were being

The ridge is
eight-mile-long bedrock ri d ge.
deposited on top of an
orth-northwest from section 33
60 w. and trends n
located in T. 149 N., R.
u~nnie Lake Ridge for
It is name d 1·1.G»
.
8 (Figure 23) (Plate 2).
to section
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the lake located west of the ridge.

This ridge presently averages 3400

feet in width and attains a maximum height of 160 feet above the surrounding area (Figure 24).

Outwash began to be deposited on Mannie Lake

Ridge when a depression developed above the crest of the ridge.

Active

ice continued to press against the east side of the ridge but the west
or lee side was occupied by a large block of stagnant ice.

Evidence

for the stagnant ice is based primarily on the parallel alignment of
the ridge with respect to the Cooperstown Moraine to the south as well
as the presence of a large topographic depression on the lee or west
side of the ridge.

The ridge was probably overridden by Cooperstown

ice, and when the ice thinned, active ice was confined to the east of
the ridge and the ice to the west stagnated.

Meltwater from both the

active and stagnant ice flowed into the depression over the bedrock high
supplying large quantities of outwash (Figure 25a).

, 1,
I
li,
! it

1·1:

Many relatively

large blocks of ice remained within the depression and in many cases were
completely buried by outwash.

As these blocks of ice melted numerous

enclosed depressions were formed and the surface of the ridge developed
a "braided" appearance.

'"

The ridge is presently covered by outwash greater

than 20 feet thick in places.

The quantity of outwash may have been

increased as a result of the proximity to the interlobate area of the

I

,1

1

I

McHenry and Cooperstown ice.
No well developed drainage system is observed to the south of
the Mannie Lake Ridge although the ground moraine south of the ridge
appears to be subdued as if modified by running water.

The only de-

posits of sand or gravel south of the ridge are localized deposits in
shallow valleys.

As the ice continued its retreat, the ice that surrounded Mannie
Lake Ridge was replaced by a shallow lake, which nearly encircled the

-
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Fig. 24.--Mannie Lake Ridge. (T. 149 N., R. 60 W.). Showing the
"braided" appearence of the outwash that overlies the Pierre Shale,
Mannie Lake is to the right of the photo (View to the south-southeast).
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Fig. 25.--Stages showing the origin of Mannie Lake Ridge.
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ridge (Figure 25b).

Three spillways drained the lake, two southward

which were probably active at the same time and one northward which
still drains this area today.

The southern spillways are located in

sections 33 and 34 of T. 149 N., R. 60 W. in Nelson County.

The

northern spillway presently enters the Sheyelllle River Channel in section
4 of the same township.

Today Mannie Lake Ridge is surrounded by

ephemeral marshes and shallow lakes, the largest of which is Mannie
Lake (Figure 25c) (Plate 2).
Continued glacial retreat to the north and northeast caused
the formation of several small meltwater channels and proglacial streams
which drained southward and southeastward possibly into a proglacial
. I

stream channel which was flowing to the south.

I

Phase I is dated at about 13,000 radiocarbon years B.P. (Prest,

I I
I I

. I I

1969).
Phase II
Most of the glacial features of Nelson County were produced
during Phase II.

This phase was initiated during the last prolonged

stay of the ice margin in Nelson County and is marked by the North
Viking and Kloten moraines (Figure 26), and probably began about 12,900
radiocarbon years B.P. (Prest, 1969).

The most dominant feature of

Phase II in Nelson County is the abundant ground moraine.

It covers

about 50 percent of the county and about 90 percent of the area affected
by Phase II.
Ground Moraine.--The ground moraine deposited by Phase II is a gently
undulating accumulation presumably of both lodgement and ablation till,
with local deposits of sand, gravel and silt.

The ground moraine relief

averages less than 20 feet per square mile with slopes between 1 and

I
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Fig. 26.--Phase II. Glacier position during the deposition of
the North Viking and Kloten moraines.
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4 degrees.
and marshes.

Drainage is non-integrated with numerous shallow lakes
For a more detailed description of the lithology, see the

diamicton stratigraphic unit on pages 12 to 17.
Washboard Moraines.--Washboard moraines are low relief ridges that are
closely associated with the ground moraine of Phase II (Figure 20}.
These ridges indicate the former position of ice lobes that developed
during glacier retreat.

Two minor lobes are clearly marked by washboard

moraines between the North Viking and Kloten moraines in T. 150 N., R.
60 W, and T. 150 N., R. 59

w.

These washboard moraines indicate that

the eastern margin of the eastern lobe in T. 150 N., R. 59

w.

terminated
ii!

I

against the Kloten Moraine.

,!

Washboard moraines also mark the interlobate

area in T, 152 N., R. 61 W. along Rose Lake.

The presence of the inter, ii

lobate area, which funneled water away from the melting ice, explains
the presence of the Rose Lake Esker Complex south of Rose Lake, the eskers

1
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to the north of the complex, and why this area subsequently became a
drainage pathway.

North of the North Viking Moraine (Plate 2} washboard

moraines indicate a northwest retreat of the ice in T. 152 N., R. 61 W.
and a northeast retreat in T. 151 N., R. 60

w.

i !'

Northeast of the Kloten

Moraine the washboard moraines have a northwest orientation nearly
parallel to the moraine indicating a northeast retreat of the glacier.
Nielsen (1970} provides a more detailed description of the washboard

"

I

moraines of Nelson County.

'

~q

End Moraines.--An end moraine is defined here as a linear accumulation
of drift, chiefly till, deposited at the margin of a·glacier.
relief is generally moderate to high.

Its

An end moraine may appear as a

distinct ridge, a complex of many ridges, a ridge-like accumulation of
closely spaced hills and depressions, or it may be no more than a marginal thickening of the drift sheet.

The most important identifying

!:r'•i'

!
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criteria, however, are its linearity and its relationship to an ice margin.
The most easily recognized end moraine in Nelson County is the
North Viking Moraine (Figure 27).

This moraine was first named by Branch

(1947, p. 6) in south central Benson County.

Later, Tetrick (1949) and

Easker (1949) traced it eastward through southern Benson County to T.
152 N., R. 64 E. in the vicinity of the village of Tokio, North Dakota.
From Tokio the moraine can be traced eastward into T. 151 N., R. 61

w.

in Nelson County where the moraine swings southward and forms the
southern boundary of the Stump Lake Basin (Plate 2).
the North Viking Moraine in Nelson County is based on:

!,)!

The existence of
1) its distinct

I
I

linear appearance, 2) its noticeably higher relief, 3) its association

'.it

I ]~

with highly distorted ice contact deposits (eskers) and their orientation, which is perpendicular to the main trend of the moraine, 4) its
proximity to an extensive outwash plain that slopes away from the
southern edge of the moraine, 5) the existence of a meltwater channel,
which lies parallel to the main trend of the moraine, 6) the presence of
I

a large lake basin behind the ridge, and 7) the fact that it can be

1 1:r

physically traced into Benson County to where it was originally identified.
The North Viking Moraine is a narrow band of closely spaced hills
,,.1:

and ridges, and ranges from half a mile to greater than 2 miles wide.
Its relief varies from 30 to 60 feet per square mile with slopes of 5

I./

iii,

to 7 degrees.

The southern limit of the moraine is its contact with

Ii

I
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the extensive outwash plain to the south but its northern limit was defined by the change in surface pattern as observed ori aerial photographs.
There is no topographic break between the end moraine and the ground
moraine nor is there any stratigraphic information from which to determine the northern boundary.

This, however, does not preclude the

existence of an end moraine, for an end moraine need not be more than a

<
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Fig. 27.--North Viking Moraine (sec. 6, T. 150 N. , R. 60 W.)
showing gently sloping outwas h plain in fo r eground (View to the northnorthwest),

-
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marginal thickening of the drift (Flint, 1971, p. 200).

A gradual

retreat of the ice margin would not necessarily produce a break in the
topography.

Included within the North Viking Moraine are four large

gravel deposits; three are located in T. 151 N., R. 61

w.

(sections 17,

25 and 28) and one in T. 150 N., R. 60 W. (section 5) (Plate 2).

The

deposits in sections 25 and 28 (T. 151 N., R. 61 W.) (Figures 28 and

29) are coarse, poorly sorted, and highly distorted.

This kind of

deposit is common in end moraines (Thwaites, 1963; p. 39).

The dis-

torted structure is a result of minor ice fluctuations at the ice
terminus and collapse from ice melting.

The other two areas, section

17, T. 151 N., R. 61 W. (Figure 30) and section 5, T. 150 N., R. 60 W.,
(Figure 31) are esker complexes, which lie nearly perpendicular to the
main trend of the moraine.

Both of these esker complexes exist only on

!
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the moraine and cannot be traced beyond the margin of the moraine in
either direction.

1'.1i
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This suggests an ice margin dominated by stagnant ice

with active ice to the north thrusting debris onto the stagnant ice and
constructing the end moraine.

The presence of some circular disinte-

gration ridges within the North Viking moraine is also a good indication
of stagnant ice,
The other end moraine deposited during Phase II is the Kloten
Moraine.

It is traced southeastward from T. 152 N., R. 59

w.

in northern

Nelson County to T. 149 N., R 58 W. and into Griggs County (Plate 2).
The Kloten Moraine may be the northern extension of the Luverne Moraine
of Block (1965, p. 39-91), Rude (1966, Plate 1), and'Kelly and Block

(1967, p. 35-39).

Recently, however, doubt has been expressed by some

members of the North Dakota Geological Survey concerning the existence
of the Luverne Moraine south of Nelson County.

Therefore, the moraine

mapped in Nelson County and observed in Griggs County is named the

C
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Fig. 30.--Esker Complex at the west edge of the West Bay of Stump
Lake (sec. 17, T, 151 N,, R. 61 W.). The eskers are the rolling hills in
front of the trees (View to the east).

Fig. 31.--Esker complex south of the East Bay of Stump Lake (sec.

6, T. 150 N,, R. 60 W.) (View to the north).
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Fig. 28. - -Ice-contact gravel deposit in North Viking Moraine (sec.
28, T. 151 N., R. 61 W.). The West Bay o f Stump Lake i s in t he upper lef t
corner of photo (View to the east-northeas t).

Fig. 29.--Ice-contact gravel deposit in North Viking Moraine (sec.
25, T. 151 N., R. 61 W.). The East Bay of Stump Lake is visible in the
background and an outwash in the foreground .
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Kloten Moraine, for the small village located on the moraine in T. 149
N., R. 60 W. (Plate 2).
In general the Kloten Moraine is a low band of hills 2 to 6
miles wide, with non-integrated drainage and numerous undrained depressions.

Its relief varies from 20 to 40 feet per square mile with slopes

ranging between 4 and 7 degrees.

The most abundant feature of the Kloten

moraine is the circular disintegration ridges or doughnuts.

Doughnuts

are circular ridges a few hundred feet across and tens of feet high.

The

ridge is commonly breached at one or more places (Clayton, 1967, p. 32)
(Figure 32).

The central depression within the circular ridge is

generally 2 to 4 feet below the outer rim and results from the melting
of a buried block of ice.

I

I

Doughnuts, although poorly developed at some

•

1 ·:·

I
I

places, are common along nearly the entire length of the Kloten Moraine
in Nelson County.

An exception is the area south of the village of

Kloten (T. 149 N., R. 58 W.).

Here, well developed arcuate ridges are

present suggesting active ice deposition

(Figure 33).

A similar.

I

I il

arcuate pattern is also present to the south in Griggs County (sections
3, 4, 9 and 10, T. 148 N., R. 58 W.).

i

The Kloten Moraine is easily

overlooked in the field, for its relief is not very striking, nor is
l I

there a sharp boundary between the end moraine and the ground moraine.
.I

There is a noticeable difference, however, in the relief of the ground
' .

moraine and the end moraine once one is within each individual area.

I/ ' .. ,,

11"
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The linearity of the end moraine is easily observed from aerial photographs and aerial flights over the area, primarily because of the
greater relief and abundant doughnuts.

Evidence which supports the ice-

marginal position of the Kloten Moraine is:

1) the existence of an

extensive outwash plain along the major part of the west edge of the
moraine.

2) At the northern extent of the Kloten Moraine, the wash-

1
"

~
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Fig. 33.--Para l l el
.
i ce depos it i on (T . 14g N. , arcuate rid ges wi thin the Kloten Moraine indicat i ng a ct ive

R. 58 W.).
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Fig. 32. --Doughnuts or doughnut- shaped ridges in drif t east of
Aneta (T . 149 N., R. 57 W. ).
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board moraine pattern to the west and east suggests an interlobate
ice-marginal position for the Kloten Moraine area.

The washboard mor-

•

aines to the west are convex to the southeast becoming parallel to the
moraine at their eastern limit.

To the east the washboard moraines are

also nearly parallel to the moraine.

Doughnut~shaped ridges are espe-

cially abundant in this part of the moraine.

These characteristics

suggest that this part of the Kloten Moraine was an interlobate area
of stagnant ice.

3) About 2 miles south of the village of Kloten

(T. 149 N., R. 58 W.) there are several parallel, arcuate ridges, which
suggest active ice deposition.

The ridges appear to be a series of

T. I:

I

small end moraines that were deposited during the retreat of a minor
ice lobe.

4) Stratigraphic information for the Kloten drift is very

limited but suggests a slight thickening toward the Kloten Moraine (Figure 34).

Well logs available from the North Dakota Geological

Survey (Appendix A) show a total drift thickness in southern Nelson
County, northeast of the Kloten Moraine, that varies from an average of
about 30 feet in the northeast corner of the study area to an average
of about 55 feet in the Kloten Moraine.

To the west of the moraine,

in the outwash plain, the total drift thickness averages 23 feet, excluding the area of the preglacial McVille Channel.

This evidence, although

not conclusive, is offered to justify the designation of an end moraine.
Local Areas of Dead-Ice Moraine.--In Nelson County
several local areas
.
~~~~

of low- to medium-relief dead-ice moraine exist.

These areas consist of

closely spaced hills and depressions averaging a few.hundred feet in
diameter with an average relief of 20 to 40 feet per square mile.
Doughnut-shaped ridges are abundant and the area generally lacks active
ice features.

Dead-ice moraine differs from end moraines in that it does

not mark a prolonged stay of the ice margin, rather it represents areas
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Fig •. 34.--Map of southeastern Nelson County showing variation in
thickness of the Kloten drift.
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of debris-covered stagnant ice that became separated from the main lobe
during retreat.
The largest of these dead-ice moraine areas, in T. 151 N., R.
59

w.

(Figure 35), covers about 15 square miles.

Its boundary was de-

termined entirely from aerial photographs and was based on the abundance
of the doughnut-shaped ridges.

Several small areas of dead-ice moraine

have been mapped in T. 149 N., R. 57 W., east of the village of Kloten.
These areas, although quite small, have some very well developed doughnut-shaped ridges, especially in section 34 (Figure 32).
The washboard moraines form an oblique angle to these areas of

,.,iril
I

dead-ice moraine and therefore do not support ice marginal deposition.

ill.

1 'ii

Blue Mountain.--The most prominent feature in Nelson County is Blue
Mountain, a hill 1 square mile in area and rising 200 feet above the
, ,r

surrounding plain (Figure 36).

Its highest elevation is 1680 feet.

Blue Mountain is located in the northwestern eorner of T. 151 N., R.
61 W. west of Stump Lake, and is actually made up of three distinct
ridges (Figure 37).

Adjacent to the north side of the hill is a de-

pression partially filled with water, which occupies an area about equal
to that of Blue Mountain.

A second feature, similar to Blue Mountain,

I ·!1

I I

but considerably smaller in size (70 feet high), is Rugh Lake Ridge in
T. 150 N., R. 57

w.

The ridge is named after the lake, which occupies

the linear depression to the east (Plate 2).
The multiple ridge structure is not unique to Blue Mountain,
for it is also observed in Devils Lake Mountain, three miles west in
Benson County.

However, most of these "hill and depression" features

are simple structures such as Rugh Lake Ridge (Bluemle, 1970). Stratigraphic information for these features is almost entirely lacking.
Surface exposures and several shallow test holes (15 to 35 feet deep)

it.
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Fig. 36.--Blue Mountain (sec. 8 , T. 151 N., R. 61 W.) showi ng the
lake plain of the West Bay of Stump Lake in the foreground (View to the
north).

Fig. 37.--Blue Mountain showing it s three-ridge structure (View
to the southeast) .
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Fig. 35.--Dead-ice Moraine east of Stump Lake (T. 151 N., R. 59
W.) showing characteristic doughnut-shaped ridge (View to the eastnortheast).
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indicate only hard, compact till.

It has been suggested that hills

such as Blue Mountain and Rugh Lake Ridge are composed of sediment or
bedrock excavated from the depression on the up-ice side of the hill
(Bluemle, 1970, and Moran, 1970).

One possible mechanism for the con-

struction of these hills is the development of a high hydrodynamic
pressure in the sediments or bedrock beneath the glacier.

Water,

introduced into the subglacial material by the ice, moves laterally
through permeable beds toward a lower pressure at or near the terminus
of the glacier.

The permeable layer must be confined both above and

pelow by less permeable or impermeable material (till or bedrock).

The

lateral flow of the water beyond the terminus of the glacier must also

1,1ltl
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be confined.

This can be accomplished by the pinching out of the per-

I ;Ill
I It
I

meable layer (Moran, 1970, p. 12) (Figure 38), or if areas of particularly great groundwater discharge occur beneath the glacier near its
margin, the resulting highly saturated till might be squeezed out from
beneath the ice.

Pressures adequate to produce such movement in semi-

liquid till could be derived from the overlying weight of the glacier
or isolated blocks of ice.

Material squeezed out from beneath the ice

in this way probably could not construct features as high as Blue
Mountain but may be responsible for smaller features like Rugh Lake
Ridge.
The multiple ridge structure of Blue Mountain suggests the
possibility of "transportational stacking" within a single till sheet
(Moran, 1970, p. 16-20).

This mechanism involves thrust faulting along

discrete shear plains within the basal zone of the glacier.
produces an up-ice depression.

This also

A detailed description of several other

possible mechanisms is presented by Moran (1970).
Preservation of these hills and their associated depressions
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Fig. 38.--Sequence showing the possible explanation for the
origin of Blue Mountain (from Moran, 1970, p. 12).
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requires a receding ice margin with only minor advances necessary to move
· the hills down-ice.

A prolonged advance would tend to disperse the

sediment in the hill and later deposition of drift would fill the depression.
Eskers.--Closely associated with the ground moraine in Nelson County
are many subdued sinuous ridges of sand and gravelly sand.

Most of the

ridges are partially covered with 1 to 6 feet of till and have a
segmented appearance (Figure 15).

The ridges are,interpreted as sub-

glacial or englacial eskers that were covered by ablation till.

Most

of the eskers cannot be recognized in the field without the aid of aerial
photographs.

The majority of these eskers are associated with shallow

drainage depressions.

'I:'

The ridges are interpreted as eskers because of

their sinuous shape and well sorted lithology.
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Outwash Plains.-- Two broad, nearly flat outwash plains are located in
southern Nelson County.

One is south of the North Viking Moraine

(Figure 27) and the other west of the Kloten Moraine.

The plains are

separated by a 2-mile-wide strip of nearly flat ground moraine west
of McVille (Plate 2).

The plains vary in width from a maximum of 8

miles along the west boundary of the county to half a mile in T. 149 N.,
R. 58 W. west of the Kloten.Moraine.

Both plains slope toward the

Sheyenne River and have a gradient of 10 to 25 feet per mile.

The

western outwash plain is part of a larger plain, which extends southeastward from Benson County, through northeastern Eddy County into
Nelson County (Bluemle, 1965, Plate 1).

This outwash plain forms the

southern boundary of the North Viking Moraine.
Sheyenne River Channel.--During Phase II, meltwater discharging from the
ice, behind the North Viking and Kloten moraines, developed a proglacial
stream which drained meltwater southward along the ice margin.

The
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stream probably would have remained small and relatively insignificant,
similar to the present Beaver Creek and the Goose River in the northeast
corner of the study area (Plate 2), if the ice margin had not remained
in the North Viking and Kloten moraine position for a prolonged period

of time.

The melting ice supplied large quantities of meltwater, firmly

establishing the proglacial stream as the main drainage route for the
area, including all the area west to the McHenry Moraine in Eddy County.
Meltwater from the ice margin and surface runoff from the north side of
the McHenry Moraine, provided a sufficient supply of water to cause the
small stream to erode headward through the McHenry Moraine.

Once through

the moraine the stream joined the channel, which carried the overflow
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from glacial Lake Souris, and captured its entire discharge.

Glacial

:; il

Lake Souris was located about 50 miles northwest of the point of capture
(Figure 39).
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Prior to its capture, the glacial Lake Souris channel

drained southward along the western edge of the McHenry Moraine, joining
the James River Channel in northeastern Foster County (southeast ~orner
of T. 147 N., R. 64 W.).

The abandoned Lake Souris Channel was mapped

by Bluemle (1965, Plate 1) in Eddy County.

The.increased discharge of

the small proglacial stream, resulting from the capture of the Lake

"'

Souris overflow, caused a channel to be cut over 100 feet deep and
averaging more than 3000 feet wide in Nelson County (Figure 40).
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Ten

miles south of the Nelson County line the channel increases to 2 1/2
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miles wide and 150 feet deep.

This "new" or enlarged stream is referred

to as the glacial Sheyenne River.

The river dischar·ged into glacial

Lake Agassiz east of the city of Lisbon in Ransom County, North Dakota
(Colton and others, 1963, map).
· There are three terrace levels along the Sheyenne River Channel
in Nelson County.

-

All are located at the confluence of the Big Stony
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Fig. 39.--Sketch showing distal edges of moraines in northeastern North Dakota
with respect to the spillways of glacial Lake Souris (from Aronow, 1963, p, 862).
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Fig. 40.--Sheyerme River Channel south of Pekin (T. 149 N., R.
60 W.). Joini ng the channel from the left, near the center of the photo
is the Harrisburg Channel; the abandoned meander scar of the glacial
Sheyenne River is visible in the upper righ t hand corner (View to the
southeast) .
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Spillway (Tolna Coulee).

The highest level is at 1440 feet, the second

at 1425 feet and the lowest at 1412 feet.

The two highest appear to

be cut in bedrock with a veneer of gravel and sand and the lowest is
cut in till.

Only the lowest terrace is readily observable from ground

level but is too small to be mapped.

The upper two terraces are highly

dissected by gullies and have been affected by minor slumping because
of numerous springs that occur at the base of the steep bank to the
north.
An attempt at determining the paleohydrology of the glacial Shey-

enne River has been made using some empirical formulas and relationships
determined by Leopold and others (1964, p. 296-297).

By comparing the re-

lationships of meander wavelength to channel width and meander radius of
curvature of the Sheyenne River Channel with those of present day streams
it is possible to estimate the discharge of the glacial Sheyenne River.
Similar studies by Dury (1960) have also indicated the usefulness of chan-
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nel width and meander length but he suggests that caution be used when
comparing meander radius with channel width or meander length, especially
for incised streams.

Dury points out that " •••• a meandering radius, for

many ingrowing loops seem to develop laterally, rather than axially along
the valley."

He also states that "later, or in other valleys, the in-

growing may be generally enlarged, so that meander radius increases"
(Dury, 1960, p. 227).

The relationships of the channel width and meander
I''

jillll ' '"llu:u>

length compare favorably with Leopold's work, but the relationship of
channel width to mean radius of curvature was about 40 percent greater
than expected (Leopold and others, 1964, p. 296).

This supports Dury's

conclusion that the relationship of channel width and meander length to
mean radius of meander curvature does not hold for incised stream
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channels. Table 3 lists the measurements of the Sheyenne River Channel.

TABLE 3

CHANNEL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SHEYENNE
RIVER CHANNEL IN SOUTHERN NELSON COUNTY
(Channel Measurements in Feet)

Channel
Reach

Average
Meander
Length

Mean Radius
of
Curvature

Main
Channel

24,000*

9,800

Average
Channel
Depth

100

Average
Channel
Width
Western Stretch-2,800
Eastern Stretch-3,800
II'

Meander
Scar

1:,

24,600

8,300

90

2,400

I.
1,1

';I.
11.1·
1
1 1

*Measurements were confined to the western stretch of the channel
in Nelson and Eddy Counties. The eastern stretch of the channel
lacks well defined meanders.
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The Sheyenne River Channel in Nelson County and eastern Eddy
County has two distinct reaches, each visible by a marked increase in
channel width.

The first or western reach, starting in eastern Eddy

County, extends eastward to the confluence of the Tolna Coulee (Big
Stony Spillway), where the channel widens from 3200 feet to 3700 feet.
The second or eastern reach extends from the Tolna Coulee to the Griggs
County line, where it attains a maximtun width in Nelson County of 4200
feet.

The depth of the channel remains relatively constant throughout

Nelson County.

The marked increase in channel width presumably reflects

the former site of an increase in discharge.

By comparing the channel

width of each stretch with present-day streams (Figure 41) one finds
that the mean annual discharge of the glacial Sheyenne River increased

I
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Tombigbee (Ala.)
French Broad (N.C.)
Belle Fourche (Wyo.)
Yellowstone-Bighorn (Wyo.)
Glacial Sheyenne River (N. Dak.)
Western Stretch
Eastern Stretch

5
6
7
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---·a

Republican-Kansas (Kan.)
Loup ·(Nebr.)
Mississippi, Main Stem
Madras Irrigation Canals (India)
approximate average line
at one-third bankfull depth

Fig. 41.--The relationship of width, depth, and velocity to mean
annual discharge of the glacial Sheyenne River compared to other river
systems (from Leopold, and others, 1964, p. 242).
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from about 500,000 cubic feet per second (cfs) in the western stretch to
a maximum of about 800,000 cfs in the eastern stretch.

According to

Leopold and others (1964, p. 243), however, "mean annual discharge usually
fills a river channel to about one-third of its bankful depth." The
average channel depth of the entire Sheyenne River Channel in Nelson County
is about 100 feet and therefore the mean annual discharge was about
500,000 cfs (Figure 41).

By using Figure 41 the former velocity and water

depth can also be estimated.
Two miles downstream from the confluence of the Tolna Coulee,
(section 32, T. 150 N., R. 61 W.) is the beginning of a meander whose
channel is 6 miles long, 2400 feet wide, and averages 90 feet deep.
Its characteristics are very similar to the western stretch of the main
channel of the Sheyenne River.

The meander scar marks the route of the
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glacial Sheyenne River prior to the addition of the discharge from the
Tolna Coulee (also known as the Big Stony Spillway).

Discharge from

the Big Stony Spillway cut a channel north of the Sheyenne River as
indicated by the alignment of the terraces and the narrow channel 1
mile west of Pekin.

Erosion in section 32, T. 150 N., R. 61

w.

even-

tually removed the narrow divide between the spillway and the Sheyenne
River enabling the river to establish a new route through the spillway
channel.

The new route diverted most of the water from the old meander

but water continued to flow through the meander for some time after the
new route was formed.
floors.

. /1'1.

This is indicated by the accordance of the channel

If the meander had been abandoned without any continued dis-

charge, a scarp would have formed at both ends of the meander scar and
the elevation of the floor of the meander would be higher than the main
channel floor.
From the characteristics of the glacial Sheyenne River just

,I'··..
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discussed, it appears that it compares quite favorably with what Leopold
indicates as the "Main Stem of the Mississippi" as shown on Figure 41.
Meltwater Channels.--Several meltwater channels other than the Sheyenne
River Channel were formed during the final retreat of the ice. They include the Big Stony Channel or Tolna Coulee, here referred .to as a
spillway because it drained glacial Lake Wamduska, which occupied the
present Stump Lake Basin, the Harrisburg Channel, which drained the area
between the North Viking and Kloten moraines, the Field Channel, which
drained the Kloten Moraine, and the Osago Channel, which drained meltwater from the terminus of the North Viking Moraine in T. 150 N., R.
60 W. (Plate 2).

I,
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The Big Stony and Harrisburg Channels were named by

Simpson (1912), the Osago Channel by Aronow (1955).

The Field Channel

,:II .
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is here named for the township in which it originates.

The Osago was the first channel to be abandoned, for it can be
traced only to the southern edge of the North Viking Moraine.

Once the

ice retreated from the end moraine, the major supply of water was cut
off.

The Osago Channel is located entirely on outwash plain (Plate 2)

and its form has been modified to some extent by eolian processes; it
is presently draped by a veneer of well-sorted fine to medium sand
averaging about 1 foot thick.
The Field Channel and Harrisburg Channel were probably abandoned
at about the same time.

Both of these channels remained active for some

time after the ice margin retreated because of meltwater from stagnant
ice that remained after the rest of the glacier had retreated.

These

channels originate in areas dominated by doughnut-shaped ridges, indicative of former debris-covered stagnant ice.

As the ice receded

from the North Viking Moraine the Harrisburg Bay (section 27 and 28,
T. 151 N., R. 60

w.)

was uncovered and most of the meltwater that flowed
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through the Harrisburg Channel was diverted into the bay.

Meltwater

from the ice receding from the position of the Kolten Moraine drained
southwestward in shallow proglacial channels now occupied by Pickerel
Lake Creek, west of Aneta, Beaver Creek, and the Goose River.
The Big Stony Spillway (Figure 42) remained active for as long as
sufficient meltwater was supplied to glacial Lake Wamduska behind the
North Viking Moraine.

Discharge during post-glacial time was probably

negligible, for there is no evidence of any post-glacial lake level
above 1450 feet, which is well below the 1458 foot threshold of the

>:1·111
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spillway (Aronow, 1955).
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The Warwick Channel, named by Aronow (1955), also was active
only during late glacial times.

:!I,,

Its threshold elevation south of East

Devils Lake is at about 1465 feet, nearly 20 feet higher than the
Jerusalem outlet, which joins East Devils Lake to Stump Lake.
Devils and Stump Lakes.--As the glacier receded from the North Viking
and Kloten moraines the ancestors of two of the largest lakes in the
state were formed, Devils Lake and Stump Lake.

Stump Lake is located

in the northwest corner of the study area in T. 151 N., R. 60 and 61 W.
and Devils Lake is to the northwest in

Ramsey County (Figure 43).

The

very irregular outline of these lakes, their long bays and arms, as well
as their overall wandering pattern, suggested to Upham that they must
lie in the valley of a preglacial river and its tributaries (Upham, 1895,
iii1illl~~i!

p. 170).

A similar origin was suggested by Simpson (1912, p. 122).

This origin has recently been confirmed by Downey (1970, map).

Extensive

drilling in southwestern Nelson County has located a buried river valley
that crosses the county in a southeasterly direction from T. 152 N.,
R. 61 W. to T. 149 N., R. 58 W. (Downey, 1970, map) (Figure 16).

The
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Fig. 42,--Big Stony Spillway at the west edge of West Bay (sec.
18, T, 151 N., R. .61 W.). The North Viking Moraine is visible at the
left center of the photo with the outwash plain to the right and i n the
background. The West Bay esker complex (Figure 30) can be seen adjacent
to the channel in the lower left hand corner , left of the farm (View to
the south-southeast).
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deposition of the North Viking Moraine and its associated outwash plain
buried any surface evidence of the preglacial valley south of the moraine.

North of the moraine, however, the valley was not entirely filled

and provided an excellent basin for the formation of the Devils Lake
and Stump Lake complex.

The position of the valley, with respect to

the North Viking Moraine is also evidence for compressive flow in the
area presently occupied by these lakes.
Stump Lake probably began as two isolated proglacial lakes
occupying the lowlands of East Bay· and West Bay as the ice slowly
retreated from the North Viking Moraine.

The water in the West Bay

,1
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rose high enough to cut the Big Stony spillway through the North Viking
Moraine in section 20, T. 151 N., R. 61

w.

(Figure 43).

The location
:! .

of the spillway was probably the result of previous erosion by meltwater
discharging from the glacier terminus during the deposition of the North
Viking Moraine.

This is based on the presence of an esker complex which

terminates at the head of the spillway (Plate 2).
Although no such well developed spillway drained the East Bay,
Simpson (1912, p. 139) proposed that the Harrisburg Coulee to the east
of Stump Lake (T. 151 N., R. 59 W.) was a possible outlet.

The lowest

threshold elevation from East Bay into the Harrisbury Channel is 1480
feet.

A close examination of the topography in the Pekin N.E. and

Pekin quadrangles and a study of the washboard moraine pattern on aerial
photographs indicates that the possibility that the Harrisburg Channel
drained East Bay is very unlikely.

The washboard moraines, near margin

ice deposits (Nielsen, 1970, p, 162), indicate that when the glacier
had retreated far enough to uncover the threshold, both bays (East and
West) were united and the Big Stony Spillway drained both bays.

ii .
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Meltwater from the retreating glacier continued to supply water
to the ancestors of Devils Lake and Stump Lake and the two lakes joined
through the Jerusalem outlet in T. 152 N., R. 61

w.

The Jerusalem

outlet is half a mile wide and 40 feet deep and remained the only spillway
for the Devils Lake complex during post-glacial times (Figure 44).
threshold elevation is about 1458 feet.

Its

The outlet presently contains

several shallow ponds and marshes, which are the only remaining vestiges
of a formerly great discharge.
Simpson (1912, p. 139 and 147) indicated that the highest strand-

!!-I
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line common to both lakes was at 1460 feet with the next at about 1450
feet.
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More recent studies by Aronow (1955, p. 16) and Smith (1968, P· 7)

indicate only one strandline connnon to both lakes at 1450 feet.

Smith

(1968, p. 18), however, mentioned a strandline at about 1460 feet in
his fourth profile (section 17, T. 151 N., R. 60 W.) along Stump Lake.

,I,

:m

Since the threshold elevation of the Big Stony Spillway is about 1458
feet, it appears quite possible that the 1460 feet strandline of ~impson's
does exist.
The large body of water, which preceded Devils and Stump lakes
was actually two separate lakes joined by the narrow Jerusalem outlet.
At the 1450 foot level of the. water these lakes occupied an estimated
275 square miles.

The larger of the two lakes, of which Devils Lake

is a remnant, was named glacial Lake Minnewaukan and the ancestor to
Stump Lake was named glacial Lake Wamduska (Simpson, 1912, p. 140).
Glacial Lake Wamduska occupied about 25 square miles·.
The next well developed strandline for the Stump Lake Basin,
below the 1450 foot level, is at about 1440 feet (Smith, 1968, p. 21).
But in Devils Lake Basin the first well developed strandline below the
1450 foot level is at 1445 feet (Aronow, 1955, p. 63).

II
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Fig. 44.--Jerusalem outlet (T. 152 N., R. 61 W.) (View to t he east) .
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Many other strandlines have been mapped and observed around
Devils Lake and Stump Lake.

Several of them have been traced around the

lakes but the majority are only short segments of strandlines, most of
which cannot be traced more than a few tens of feet.

Many of these

strandline segments are a result of post-glacial fluctuations of the
lake levels.

Only about 50 of the 275 square miles of the former lake

area is now occupied by water.

This includes the 9 square miles of

Stump Lake.

Both Devils Lake and Stump Lake are closed basin lakes and have
a high salinity.

The natural drainage of the lake basin is to the

southeast; therefore, salinity increases in the lakes to the southeast,
'II'

Stump Lake having the highest salinity.

In 1965 Devils Lake (Main Bay)

had a salinity of 12.3 parts per thousand and Stump Lake recorded 235
per thousand (Callender, 1967, p. 138 and 146).

Post-Glacial History
The surface of Nelson County has changed little from glacial
times.

There are still many small lakes, ponds and marshes, which dot

the countryside.

Th

e

d

epth of these bodies of water, however, have
decreased since glacial times
because of a decrease in the quantity of
available water ad b
n
y the filling of the shallow bas1'ns by
sediment
from the surrounding slopes.
Most of the lakes, ponds and marshes have
a layer of black clay
which covers the entire basin floor.
Nearly all
glacial features are well
preserved and there h
b
by present-day str
as een little erosion
emns. Draina
ge remains non-i
abandoned meltw: t
ntegrated, with the
a er channels and th
e smaller p
.
containing th
1 .
rog 1 ac1al stream valleys
eon Y permanent
streams in the ar
ea. Only one area has
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been altered to any significant extent since deglaciation, and that is
the Pbplar Grove area, about 4 miles west of Tolna in T. 150 N., R.

61 W. and extending into Eddy County.

Here large tracts of sand dunes

have been developed on an outwash plain.

These probably began to develop

during deglaciation when the outwash sand and gravel dried.
are now stabilized by tall grasses and thick stands of aspen.

The dunes
No dis-

tinct orientation of the dunes is r ecognized in Nelson Coun ty, but aerial
photographs indicate that the area is dominated by blowouts.

In Eddy

County, there is a northwesterly trend of parallel to subparal]el dunes,
with the individual dunes averaging a quarter of a mile long with about
I,,

6 feet of relief (Bluernle, 1965, p. 53).

I n general, the dune sand is
I .

underlain by coarse sand and gravel.

,,

q

The uniform sand, which overlies most of the outwash plain in
Nelson County is undoubtedly a post-glacial eolian deposit, some of it
deposited during the Dust-Bowl days.
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ECONOMIC GEOLOGY
The economic potential of southern Nelson County, exclusive of
its agriculture, is primarily limited to groundwater resources, sand and
gravel deposits, and possibly petroleum.

However, there are several

other features of the county related to the geology, which play an important part in the economy of the county.

i>

These features include, first

I!

/I
and foremost, the rich black soil developed on the glacial drift, which

I·

yields excellent crops of wheat and other small grains; secondly, the
numerous small lakes, ponds and marshes, which are excellent breeding
grounds for wild ducks and geese and provide excellent hunting; and

I ..
I
I
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lastly, there is Stump Lake, one of the largest natural lakes in North
Dakota.

At present this lake has very little economic value; however,

I.'

I'

when the water is finally diverted from Lake Sakakawea on the Missouri
River and through Stump Lake, the level will be raised and the water
freshened.

Then the lake will become an excellent recreation area for

all of eastern North Dakota.
Sand and Gravel
Sand and gravel deposits occur in the outwash plains, river
terraces, eskers, and locally along the meltwater channels and small
stream valleys.

The best gravels a,:e located beneath the river terraces

along the Sheyenne River, with some good deposits found locally within
the outwash plains.

In general, mo;t of the gravels are poor road

surfacing material and cannot be us~d for concrete aggre~ate because
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of the poor sorting and high shale content.

In most cases the deposits

have greater than 50 percent sand and have a shale content of greater
than 50 percent.

In an active gravel pit, 1 1/2 miles northwest of

Kloten (section 9, T. 149 N., R. 58 W.) nearly 50 percent of the
sediment being excavated was sand.

The great distance to the next source

of gravel made this operation economical, even though the sand was a
waste product here.
A study of the sand and gravel deposits within several eskers in
western Nelson County indicates that only about the lower two-thirds of
each esker is composed of coarse sediment that in many cases is fair to
good quality road surfacing material.

The upper one-third of the eskers

is generally well sorted fine to coarse sand.

The small quantity of

the coarse sediment limits it to local use only.

Because of the limited

quantity of high quality gravel there are few commercial firms operating
in the county.

Much of the high quality gravel is hauled in from the

surrounding counties.

Most of the good quality gravel sources in.the

county are either owned or operated by the state highway department.
Groundwater
Groundwater in Nelson County is obtained from numerous small
glaciofluvial deposits, the Pierre Shale, and other surface deposits of
sand and gravel.

Generally, the quantity is sufficient for stock and

domestic farm use only.

There are two particularly good aquifers in

the southwest corner of the county, however, both are capable of supplying
large quantities of water for industrial purposes or irrigation.
of these large aquifers are in buried preglacial valleys.

Both

The largest

of the two aquifers, in T. 149 N., R. 61 W. and T. 150 N., R. 61 W,, is
in the preglacial Hamar Valley (page 36) (Figure 16).

This aquifer

:I•
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covers about 80 square miles in Nelson County and extends into Eddy,
Benson, and Griggs counties (Downey, 1970, map).

The second largest

aquifer, which crosses Nelson County in a northwesterly direction from
T. 149 N., R. 58

w.,

w.

to T. 152 N., R. 61

McVille Channel {page 34) {Figure 17).

is located in the preglacial

This aquifer has the greatest

potential yield in the county, yielding as much as 500 gallons per
minute (Downey, 1970, map).
county.

Water quality varies widely within the

(For more detailed information on the groundwater on Nelson

County, see Downey, 1970 and 1971)
Petroleum
During the sunnner of 1968 and 1969 a series of petroleum exploratory wells were drilled in eastern Nelson County.

The positioning of

these wells was based on a study of the Newcastle Formation, which indicated a possible stratigraphic trap along a north-south line extending
through Nelson County {Reishus, 1968).

No report of any oil discovery

or oil show has been made.

I
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The surface of southern Nelson County is covered by glacial drift
deposited during the recessional phase of Wisconsinan ice.

This drift

lies unconformably on the Cretaceous Pierre Shale and early Pleistocene
deposits, some of which have well developed soil horizons and oxidized
zones (Bluemle, 1967a, p. 134).

'!be age of the early Pleistocene drifts

is not known, but some are suspected to be pre-Wisconsinan.

Because of

the similar lithologic and physical characteristics of both the surface
and buried drifts, the entire thickness of drift, to bedrock, has been
included in a single lithostratigraphic unit called the Coleharbor
Formation (Bluemle, 1971a, p. 16-24) (Appendix C).
The surface of the area contains most of the usual geomorphic
features typical of the glaciated western plains of North America.

The

eskers are generally subdued and segmented, the result of being partially
buried in ablation till.

There are also several esker complexes, one of

which extends for greater than 6 miles. Four moraines are also found
within the county, two of which extend from farther south only into the
southwest corner of the county (McHenry and Cooperstown moraines), and
two that cover a considerable part of the county, the North Viking and
Kloten moraines.

The major part of the North Viking Moraine is in

Benson County to the east, with only its easternmost extent in Nelson
County.

The deposition of the North Viking Moraine blocked the southward

drainage of glacial meltwater, forming a large glacial lake complex that
extended to the northwest into Benson and Ramsey counties.
a remnant of that glacial lake.
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Stump Lake is

99
The Kloten Moraine, which is considerably broader and less pronounced than the North Viking Moraine, is interpreted as an end moraine,
even though its features and overall relief and surface appearance differ
to some extent from what one normally expects of an end moraine.

It is

not noticeably high and well defined, but rather appears to have a slight
but perceptible thickening of the drift.

In Nelson County the moraine

is dominated by low to medium-relief doughnut-shaped ridges with evidence
of active ice confined to the southern one-third of the moraine.
A very prominent feature of southern Nelson County is the
Sheyenne River Channel, which was formed during the Wisconsinan by
glacial meltwater and overflow from glacial Lake Souris, about 70 miles
to the northwest.

In Nelson County the channel is cut primarily in

bedrock with only the western 6 miles cut in glacial drift.

'n:le

average discharge of the stream (assuming a water depth of one-third
of the bankful depth) was about 500,000 cubic feet per second, compared
to the present average annual discharge of 100 cfs.
western reach of the trench in T. 149 N., R. 58

w.

The extreme southoccupies a preglacial

valley, referred to as the McVille Channel; this extends northwestward
across the county from T. 149 N., R. 58 W. to T. 152 N., R. 61 W.

It

is filled with over 200 feet of drift, mostly sand and gravel and is the
greatest potential source of groundwater in the county.

A second

aquifer, also located in a preglacial valley that extends north-northwest from T. 149 N., R. 61 W., through T. 150 N., R. 61
excellent source of water.
for industry and irrigation.

w.,

is also an

'nlese aquifers are a potential water supply
At present, sand and gravel is the largest

economic resource (excluding the soil) that Nelson County has; however,
high quality deposits are limited.

-

-

Groundwater, together with the

100

possibility of petroleum, represent the two resources with the greatest
undeveloped economic potential for the future.

.APPENDICES

APPENDIX A
TABLE 4
WELL LOG DATA FOR SOUTHERN NELSON COUNTY
Obtained from the North Dakota
Geologic Survey (1969)

DEPTH
LOCATION
OF
Twp.-Range-Sec. WELL

I
BEDROCK
SURFACE
ELEVATION ELEVATION

WELL LOG
------~

Depth
in Feet

Lithology

149-57-5bbb

112

1500

1450

0- 40
40- so

gravelly yellow clay
gravel

149-57-1 labc*

130

1500

1441

0- 54
54- 59
59- 63

silty clay
shaley gravel
shaley clay

149-57-29ccc

48

1500

1459

0- 19
19- 41

yellow silty clay
blue silty clay

149-57-31 abb

38

1470

1448

0- 19
19- 30
30- 32

yellow clay
black clay
shaley sand

149-57-31baa*

36

1470

1442

3
3- 8
8- 26
26- 28

soil
black clay
sand and gravel
rock and clay

149-57-31bdd

48

1470

1426

0- 4
4- 11
11- 44

soil
silty clay
sand

149-57-31bab

56

1475

1429

0- 5
5- 37
37- 46

fill
sand
silty clay

149-57-31dac*

33

1480

1454

0- 4
4- 8
8- 26

soil
sand
blue clay

150

1520

1466

0- 22
22- 53

149-58-2bcd

102

0-

sandy yellow clay
sandy blue clay

e1,,,
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TABLE 4--Continued

DEPTH
LOCATION
OF
Twp.-Range-Sec. WELL

149-58-5abc*

130

WELL LOG
i------.-----------Depth
SURFACE
BEDROCK
Lithology
ELEVATION ELEVATION in Feet!

1510

1448

0- 2
2- 10
10- 13
13- 15
15- 20
20- 30
30- 38

sand
silty clay
sand
silty clay
san<l
clay
sand

149-58-12caa

129

1500

1448

0- 52

sandy silty clay

149-58-1Sccc

110

1520

1462

0- 22
22- 34
34- 48

yellow clay
blue clay
gravel and clay

149-58-16ddd(1) 100

1520

1470

0- 25
25- 38
38- 50

yellow clay
blue clay
gravelly blue clay

149-58-16ddd(2) 100

1520

1470

0- 24
24- 45
45- so

sandy yellow clay
sandy blue clay
gravelly blue clay

149-58-19daa

120

1450

1422

0- 18
18- 10

yellow clay
gravelly blue clay

149-58-25ddd

45

1494

1460

0- 4
4- 15
15- 34

soil
yellow clay
blue clay

149-58-28dcb

68

1500

M

0- 30
30- 62
62- 68

yellow clay
blue clay
sand

149-59-2bbb

300

1464

1196

0-268

sand and gravel

149-59-15aaa

20

1436

1428

0-

silty clay

149-59-18aaa

40

1454

1441

0- 13

sandy silty clay

149-59-21cad

130

1470

1452

0- 9
9- 18

silty sand
shaley silt

8

i
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TABLE 4--Continued

WELL LOG
DEPTH
LOCATION
OF
Depth
SURFACE
BEDROCK
Lithologv
Twp.-Range-Sec. WELL ELEVATION ELEVATION in Feet
149-59-35bbb

60

1478

1448

0- 22
22- 30
30- 60

yellow sandy silty
clay
blue silty clay
shale

149-60-2aaa

100

1457

1409

0- 48
48- 76
76-100

sand
sandy shale
shale

149-60-15abc

130

1490

1470

0- 3
3- 13
13- 20

silty clay
silty sandy clay
shaley silty clay

149-60-17aaa

100

1469

1409

0- 15
15- 51
51- 60

yellow silty clay
blue clay
sandy clay

80

1463

1401

0- 3
3- 10
10- 20
20- 62

gravel
yellow clay
blue clay
blue sandy silty
clay

100

1450

1438

0- 12

silty clay

149-60-26cdd*

62

1494

1447

0- 25
25- 27
27- 47

silty clay
sand
hard clay

149-60-29ddd

60

1472

1459

0- 13

silty clay

149-61- lccc

192

1480

1425

0- 12
12- 35
35- 55

yellow clay
blue clay
sandy blue clay

125

1480

1415

0- 20
20- 30
30..,.. 65

yellow clay
gravel
blue clay

220

1462

1258

0- 25
25-125

yellow sandy clay
blue sandy silty
clay
sand and gravel

149-60-1 Sbbb *

149-60-25ddd

149-61-1 ccd

149-61-3bbb

*

125-204
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TABLE 4--Continued

WELL LOG

DEPTH
LOCATION
OF
Twp.-Ran2e-Sec. WELL

SUR.FACE
BEDROCK Depth
ELEVATION ELEVATION in Feet

Litholo2:v

149-61-Saaa

320

1480

1170

0- 15
15- 19
19- 54
54- 51
51-111
111-310

149-61-llccc

240

1481

1269

0- 15
15- 28
28- 52
52- 82
82- 91
96-212

149-61-23bdd

76

1500

1424

0224067-

22
40
67
76

yellow clay
blue clay
sandy blue clay
sand

149-61-23dad*

89

1540

M

026377483-

26
37
74
83
89

yellow clay
hard gravelly clay
blue clay
sand
blue clay

149-61-28bbb

15

1500

M

0- 14
14- 15

149-61-32aad*

300

1570

1250

0- 15
15- 26
26- 54
54- 60
60- 68
68-104
104-260

149-61-34aaa

80

1550

1490

0- 51
51- 60

220

1520

1320

0- 26
26- 32
32- 64
64- 82
82-128
128-142
142-182
182-200

149-61-36aaa*

yellow clay
sand
blue sandy clay
boulder.
siltay clay
;sand and gravel
yellow sand & gravel
gray sand & gravel
blue silty clay
sand and gravel
silty clay
sand and gravel

gravel
clay
yellow silty clay
yellow sand & gravel
gray sand & gravel
blue clay
sand
silty sandy clay
gravel and sand
gravel
sandy clay
sand and gravel
silty sand & gravel
sand and gravel
sandy silt
sandy silty clay
sand and gravel
silty clay
sand and gravel
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TABLE 4--Continued

WELL LOG
DEPTH
LOCATION
OF
SURFACE
BEDROCK Depth
Twp.-Range-Sec. WELL ELEVATION ELEVATION in Feet
LitholOl?V
150-57-17dad

130

1500

1476

0- 24

silty clay

150-58-3ccc

102

1530

1489

0- 18
18- 40
40- 41

yellow clay
blue clay
gravel

150-58-28aac

109

1520

1464

0- 25
25- 45
45- 56

silty clay
blue clay
gully sand

150-58-33caa

79

1500

1440

0- 23
23- 59

sandy blue clay
gully blue clay

150-59-lcca

132

1490

1447

0- 22
22- 40
40- 43

silty clay
silty clay
shaley silt

150-59- 2ccc *

100

1502

1446

0- 4
4- 20
20- 50
50- 56

silty clay
sand
blue clay
sand

80

1509

1444

0- 21
21- 36
.%- 52
52- 65

yellow sandy clay
blue sandy clay
gravelly silty clay
blue silty clay

150-59-19ddd

40

1475

1467

0-

8

silty clay

150-59-20aaa

* 340

1474 ·

1158

0- 81
81-115
115-257
257-275
275-316
316-340

sand
silty clay
gravel
silty clay
gravel
shale

150-59-21bcc

*

280

1440

1190

0-101
101-195
195-250

sand and gravel
silty clay
gravel

150-59-24daa

*

90

1510

1470

0- 25
25- 30
30- 40

60

1485

1463

0- 3
3- 22

150-59- 7aaa

**

150-59-26bbb

yellow clay
sandy gravel
blue clay
silty clay
sand
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TABLE 4--Continued

WELL LOG
DEPTH
SURFACE BEDROCK Depth
OF
Twp.-Ran2e-Sec. WELL ELEVATION ELEVATION in Feet
LOCATION

Litholo2:v

145

1465

1320

0- 88
88- 96
96-145

sand
shaley sand
sand

150-60-2ccc

80

1487

1431

0- 20
20- 56

yellow sandy clay
blue sandy clay

150-60-9ddd

340

1483

1175

0- 14
14-308

yellow silty clay
sand and gravel

150-59-3 Seba

0- 12 gravel
12- 80 sand
80-114 silty clay
114-117 sand
117-120 silty clay

150-60-17ccc

*

140

1475

1355

150-60- 24ccc

*

140

1494

1380

0- 25
25- 84
84-114

150-60-25aaa

*

80

1493

1441

0203439-

200

1460

150-61-8bba

130

150-61-10ddc

silty clay
sand and gravel
blue silty clay

20
34
39
52

yellow silty clay
sand
sandy clay
si 1 ty clay

1290

0- 12
12- 36
36- 48
48-132
132-170

yellow sandy clay
blue sandy day
sand
silty clay
gravel

1460

1330

0- 27
27- 69
69- 74
74-130

sand
silty clay
silty sand
silty clay

200

1450

1335

0-115

silty clay

150-61-11 bbc

120

1458

1438

0- 20 · sand and gravel

150-61-12bbd

120

1450

1420

150-61-Sddd

*

0- 20
20- 30

sand
blue clay
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TABLE 4--Continued

WELL LOG
DEPTH
LOCATION
SURFACE BEDROCK Depth
OF
Twp.-Range-Sec. WELL ELEVATION ELEVATION in Feet
Litholo2:v
150-61-15dda

160

1460

1328

0- 8
8- 60
60-132

sand
blue silty clay
gravel and sand

150-61-25ddd

100

1462

1378

0204856-

20
48
56
84

yellow silty clay
blue silty clay
sand and gravel
shaley gravel

85

1465

1380

150-61-28cca

102

1385

1348

020356566025-

20
35
65
66
85
25
37

yellow clay
gravel
blue clay
gravel
blue clay
silty clay
blue clay

150-61-30abb*

380

1460

1140

0- 10
10- 54
54- 98
98-106
106-370

150-61-31cad

101

1465

1364

0- 40
40-101

130

1460

1381

150-61-26ddd

150-61-36aac

*

*

0- 12

yellow silty clay
blue silty clay
sand and gravel
silty clay
sand and gravel
blue clay
blue clay

24- 36
36- 41
41- 79

sandy
silty
silty
sandy
silty

12- 24

clay
sand
clay
gravelly clay
clay

151-57-16aba

130

1490

1453

0- 14
14- 37

clayey silt
shaley clay

151-57-28aac

130

1500

1463

0- 24
24- 37

silty clay
shaley clay

151-58-llbcc

130

1500

1470

0- 13
13- 31

sandy clay
silty clay

0- 8
8- 14
14·- 18
18- 24
24- 26
26- 33

clay
s:ilt
silty sand
silty clay
shaley sand
shaley silt

151-58-23cda

130

1500

1467
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TABLE 4--Continued

WELL LOG

LOCATION
Twp.-Ran2e-Sec.

DEPTH
OF
WELL

151-59-11cdd

130

1520

1456

0- 48
48- 54
54- 64

silty clay
sand
silty clay

151-59-31bdd

110

1510

1455

0- 35
35- 55

silty clay
blue clay

151-60-4dad

130

1501

1461

0- 15
15- 40

clay
silty clay

1246

1480

1426

0- 54
54- 412
412- 825
825-1246

151-61-26cbb*

140

1455

1348

0- 12
12- 46
46- 62
62-107

yellow clay
gray silty clay
gravel and sand
gravelly silty clay

151-61-28bbb

180

1471

1312

0- 35
35- lfO
40- 55
55-159

silty clay
gravel and sand
sand
gravel and sand

151-61-30bbb ** 280

1451

1206

0- 20
20-220
220-245

gravelly sand
sand and gravel
silty clay

151-61-35baa

100

1500

1442

0- 22
22- 54
54- 58

gravel
sand
silty clay

151-61-36abb

180

1500

1358

0- 14
14-107
107-142

silty clay
sand
gravel

15~-61-18bca

130

1500

1445

0- 48
48- 55

silty clay

60

1495

1441

151-60-35cda

152-61-30bcb *

BEDROCK Depth
SURFACE
in Feet
ELEVATION
ELEVATION

o-

Lithologv

22

22- 51

51- 54

silty clay
Pierre Shale
Niobrara Fm
Dakota Fm

silty sand
yelJ ow clay
gravelly shale
gray clay
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TABLE 4--Continued

WELL LOG
LOCATION
Twp.-Range Sec.
152-61-34dad

*

DEPTH
OF
WELL
70

BEDROCK Depth
SURFACE
in Feet
ELEVATION
ELEVATION
1445

1419

0- 12
12- 18

18- 26

*
**

Litholm!:V
clay
gravel
blue clay

Well log which indicates possible multiple glaciation.
Well log which has a buried oxidized zone. Approximate
depth of oxidized underlined.

APPENDIX B
TABLE 5
BEDROCK ELEVATIONS FROM WELL LOGS, MISSILE SITES, AND
SURFACE EXPOSURES IN SOUTHERN NELSON COUNTY
Data obtained from J.P. Bluemle, N. Dak. Geological
Survey and J. S. Downey, U.S. Geological Survey
Twp.-Range-Sec.

Bedrock Elev.

Twp.-Range-Sec.

Bedrock Elev.

149-57-5bbb
149-57-1 labc
149-57-14bc
149-57-29ccc
149-57-31bab

1450
1441
1441
1459
1429

149-57-31bdd
149-57-31dac
149-57-31baa
149-57-31abb

1426
1454
1442
1438

149-58-2bcd
149-58-Sabc
149-58-6ba
149-58-12caa
149-58-12cd
149-58-15ccc
149-58-16ddd

1466
1448
1468
1448
1462
1462
1470

1 49-58-19daa
149-58-25ddd
149-58-30cdd
149-58-32ccd
149-58-32aac
149-58-32aa

1422
1460
1163
1158
1456
1470

Approximate Surface Exposure Elevations by Sections
Section 30bab
Section 31aab

Section 32dcc

1400
1400

149-59-1 Saaa
149-59-18aaa
149-59-21cad
149-59-21ac
149-59-35bbb

1196
1459
1445
1446
1184

149-59-2bbb
149-59-Saaa
149-59-lOaad
149-59-12bbb
149-59-14dad

1400

1428
1441
1452
1461
14h8

Approximate Surface Exposure Elevations by Sections
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

5
6
7
8NW
8SW

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

1425
1430
1435
1395
1410
111

15SW
16NW
ZOE
23NW
24W

1430
1400
1!+70
1420
1405

112
TABLE 5--Continued

Twp.-Range-Sec.
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

8NE ( 2)
9SW
9 Center
14NW
14SW

149-60-2aaa
149-60-6ddd
149-60-lSabc
149-60-1Sab
149-60-17aaa
149-60-17bbb
149-60-18bbb

Bedrock Elev.
1410
1410
1425
1410
1410
1409
1396
1470
1470
1409
1319
1401

Twp.-Range-Sec.
Section
Section
Section
Section

Bedrock Elev.

25N
25NW
25S (1)
25SE (2)

149-60-20dcc
149-60-21 aha
149-60-2Sddd
149-60-25cdd
149-60-26cdd
149-60-29ddd
149-60-33aaa

1400
1430
1430
1450

1422
1384
1438
1447
1447
1459
1430

Approximate Surface Exposure Elevations by Sections
(Parentheses indicate the number of exposures.)
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

1NE
1NW

2W
3NE
3E
4NW (3)
4NE

1400
1425
1425
1360
1425
1400
1430

149-61-1ccc
149-61-1ccd
149-61-2ccc
149-61-3bbb
149-61-Saaa
149-61-5ccc
149-61-7cb
149-61-7cbb
149-61-11ccc
149-61-15ddd

1425
1415
1287
1258
1170
1277
1318
1315
1269
1270

150-57-17dad

1476

150-58-3ccc
150-58-19ccc
150-58-28aac

1489
1476
1464

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

4SE
SN
8NE
9NE
10E
11W

12E

1400
1450
1465
1400
1440
1440·
1430

149-61-16bbb
149-61-18aaa
149-61-20aaa
149-61-23ddd
149-61-29ccc
149-61-32ada
149-61-34aaa
149-61-36aaa

1455
1293
1384
1372
1298
1270
1490
1320

150-58-31bbb
150-58-33caa

1455
1440
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TABLE 5--Continued

Twp.-Range-Sec.

Bedrock Elev.

Bedrock Elev.
1470
1463
1118
1182
1451
1441

150-59-24daa
150-59-26bbb
150-59-27ccc
150-59-27cdd
150-59-28cdd
150-59-31aaa
150-59-34aaa
150-59-35cba

1447
1459
1446
1444
1435
1176
1467
1158
1190

150-59-1cca
1SO-59-1 aab
150-59-2ccc
150-59-7aaa
150-59-18cbb
150-59-19bcc
150-59-19ddd
150-59-20aaa
150-59-21bcc

Twp.-Range-Sec.

144b

1320

Approximate Surface Exposure Elevations by Sections
(Parentheses indicate the number of exposures.)
Section 31W (2)
Section 31N (2)

1445
1435

1431
1435
1177
1332
1175
1412
1444
1157

150-60-2ccc
150-60-2bbb
150-60-5bdb
150-60-9ccc
150-60-9ddd
150-60-1 2ddd
150-60-15aaa
150-60-1 Sdaa

1 50-60-1 7CCC
150-60-22aaa
150-60-23ccc
150-60-24ccc
1 50-60-24aaa
150-60-25aaa
150-60-28cbb
150-60-35bbb

1355
1442
1442
1380
1312
1441
1316
1440

Approximate Surface Exposure Elevations by Sections
(Parentheses indicate the number of exposures.)
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
150-61-Sddd
150-61-6bdd
150-61-6bbb
150-61-Bbba
150-61-10ccc
150-61-10ddc
150-61-1 lbbc
150-61-12bbd
150-61-14dda
150-61-15dda

18SW (2)
19NW (2)
30W (2)
30E (2)
30NE

1425
1425
1460
1425
1400
1290
1175
1165
1330
1323
1335
1438
1420
1440
1328

Section
Section
Section
Section

32SE (2)
33S (4)
33E
34SE

150-61-17ddd
150-61-19bbb
150-61-25ddd
150-61-26ddd
150-61-28aaa
150-61-28cca
1 50-61-30abb
150-61-31 cad
150-61-36bb
150-61-36aac

1430
1425
1425
1350

1273
1172
1378
1380
1275
1348
1140
1364
1387
1381
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TABLE 5--Continued

Twp.-Range-Sec.

Bedrock Elev.

Twp.-Range-Sec.

Bedrock Elev.

Approximate Surface Exposure Elevations by Sections
(Parentheses indicate the number of exposures.)
Section 2NW
Section 3NE (2)

1420
1420

151-57-16aba
151-57-28aac
151-57-28aa

1453
1463
1463

151-58-4dca
151-58-5ddd
151-58-6aaa
151-58-6add
151-58-7aaa

1500
1460
1470
1460
1400

151-59-5bbb
151-59-11cdd
151-59-31bdd

1459
1457
1455

151-60-4dad
151-60-7bdd
151-60-23cca
151-60-28cbb

Section 12NW (2)
Section 13NE (2)

1430
1430

151-58-7daa
151-58-1 lbcc
151-58-23bb
151-58-23cda

1460
1470
1470
1467

1461
1230
1368
1316

1 51-60-33cdd
151-60-35cda
151-60-35dd

1450
1426
1360

151-61-4ccc
151-61-9ccc
151-61-12ddd
151-61-21aaa
151-61-22ccd

1405
1411
1460
1402
1317

151-61-26cbb
151-61-28bbb
151-61-30bbb
151-61-35baa
151-61-36abb

1348
1312
1206
1442
1358

152-61-10cde
152-61-16ccc
152-61-16abb
152-61-18cb
152-61-1 Sbca
152-61-19bcc
152-61-26aad
152-61-27adb
152-61-27adc
152-61-27dab

1431
1455
1458
1470
1445
1443
1228
1245
1224
1330

152-61-27dcd
152-61-29aaa
152-61-30bbb
152-61-30bcb
152-61-30bcc
152-61-33bcc
152-61-34dad
152-61-35baa
152-61-36bbb
152-61-36aaa

1331
1197
1248
1441
1 /~60
1320
1419
1217
1 217
1465

APPENDIX C
DEFINITION OF THE
COLEHARBOR FORMATION
from John P. Bluemle, 1971a, p. 17-23

Definition
The term "Coleharbor Formation" is proposed for the lithostratigraphic unit that includes all bouldery, cobbly, pebbly, sandy, silty
clay, sand and gravel, and silt and clay exposed in the type section
and in all comparable sections. It Ls named for the town of Coleharbor
in McLean County, North Dakota. The best exposures of the fonnation
in North Dakota are located about 6 miles west of Coleharbor along the
shore of Lake Sakakawea in Secs. 14, 15, and 22, T. 147 N., R. 84 W.
(101° 21' W. Longitude, 47° 32' N. Latitude); this will be considered
the type area. Here, rapid erosion of the shore of the lake by wave
action has exposed as much as 65 feet of nearly vertical section. The
type section of the Coleharbor Formation follows. It is located about
300 yards south of the mouth of Dead Man Coulee in the NW 1/4, Sec. 22,
T. 147 N., R. 84 w., McLean Cou~ty, North Dakota.
8.

Boulder-clay, 15 to 20 feet thick; brownish buff to gray, rather
sandy with a few granitic and carbonate pebbles; chunky, unjointed and vaguely layered; calcareous. ORIGIN: Napoleon till
of early Wisconsinan (?) age.

7.

Gravel, 0 to 5 feet thick; medium-grained, sandy, cross bedded in
places; some iron staining near base of unit; consists mainly of
igneous and carbonate pebbles. ORIGIN: Stream channel deposit.

6.

Boulder-clay, 25 feet thick; bn,wnish gray, sandy and pebbly with
a few lignite chips and pockets of reddish brown, finely divided
limonite; strong vertical jointjng results in almost vertical cliffs;
appears to have good vertical p(·rmeabili ty. ORIGJN: Mercer till
of pre-Wisconsinan age.

S.

Sand, 2 to 4 feet thick; fine tc medium grained, cross bedded and
loose; consists mainly of quart; with much finely-divided lignite;
lies above unit 4 in most placef: but .appears to be laterally
equivalent to unit 4 in a few p:aces. ORIGIN: Glacial outwash
deposit.

4.

Gravel, 2 to 3 feet thick; coar,;e, sandy, highly iron-ceme1ited into
a conglomerate; chunks up to 10 feet long, but averaging three ro
four feet long, have fallen int.tct into the reservoir; consists
l 15
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mainly of pebbles and cobbles with lithologies typical of glaciallyderived gravels from the northeast of Canada (igneous and carbonate
rocks). ORIGIN: Glacial outwash deposit.
3.

Boulder-clay, 15 to 20 feet thick; mottled gray and yellowish buff
with lighter shades overall than found in overlying boulder-clay
units; cliff surfaces are oxidized, but in freshest cuts the unit is
pebbly with sand pockets up to 6 inches across, large inclusions of
lignite and lake sediments, and a few boulders up to 15 feet across;
abundant lignite chips and charcoalized wood fragments; relatively
more carbonate pebbles than in overlying boulder-clay units; irregularly jointed with selenite crystals, iron oxide and manganese
dioxide staining common on joint faces·; partially lithified (breaks
across pebbles in places) and massive; a few iron concretions; upper
contact of this unit with overlying gravel is very sharp and, in
places where gravel has been washed off by waves, a relatively flat
erosion surface has been exhumed. ORIGIN: Dead Man till of preWisconsinan age.

2.

Silt, 3 feet thick (at water level and poorly exposed); brownish to
yellowish gray; clayey; good horizontal banding that in places has
been highly contorted; appears to be laterally equivalent to unit 1
in places. ORIGIN: Overridden proglacial lake deposit.

1.

Gravel, 2 to 3 feet thick (poorly exposed at water level); some
iron stains; mineralogy of pebbles and cobbles is typical glaciallyderived assemblage (carbonates, granitics, and metamorphics).
ORIGIN: Glacial outwash deposit.

Distribution
The Coleharbor Formation covers most of the northeastern twothirds of North Dakota, eastern South Dakota, Saskatchewan, Manitoba,
northern Montana, and western and southern Minnesota. The southern
limit of the Coleharbor Formation is the limit of glaciation in South
Dakota. Its eastern limit is probably in central Minnesota where
reddish-yellow, sandy, noncalcareous and nonmontmorillonitic drift
replaces it. The northeastern limit is probably near Lake Manitoba
where sandy, highly calcareous nonroontmorillonitic drift replaces it.
The northern and western limits are probably near the Canadian Shield
and Rocky Mountains. It unconformably overlies older rocks of all
ages and is overlain in many areas by sediments of Holocene age. The
Coleharbor Formation is largely confined to areas of clay-rich, montmorillonitic Cretaceous and Tertiary formations of the northern Great
Plains.
Boulder-clay
The Coleharbor Formation of McLean County consists of about 70
percent bouldery, cobbly, pebbly, sandy, silty clay (boulder-clay for
short) by volume. About 75 percent of the surface area of the county
is boulder-clay but much of this area is underlain by thin deposits;
the areas of sand and gravel are generally underlain by thicker deposits.
The boulder-clay facies of the Coleharbor Formation is a relatively
uniform, nonbedded mixture of approximately equal parts of sand, silt,
and clay sized materials along with small percentages of pebbles, cobbles,
and boulders as much as a few feet in diameter.

r
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The boulder-clay is generally dark gray below the groundwater
table, grayish brown above the water table. Colors generally become
darker downward from more to less highly oxidized zones. Boulderclay is relatively more uniform mineralogically than most other
sediment in the county. Montmorillonite and other clay minerals along
with small amounts of carbonates, quartz, and feldspars comprise the
clay-sized fraction of the boulder-clay. The silt and sand fraction
consists largely of quartz and feldspar with some carbonates, shale,
and lignite. Pebbles are varied and consist of limestone, dolomite,
various hard metamorphic and igneous rock types, shale, and lignite.
Most of the cobbles and boulders are igneous and metamorphic rock
types; a few are carbonates.
Based on 78 analyzed samples from depths of Oto 100 feet, the
boulder-clay has a natural dry unit weight ranging from 92 to 122
pounds per cubic foot with an average of 111, a natural moisture content ranging from 16 to 28 percent with an average of 20.8 percent,
and a triaxial compressive strength ranging from 17 to 223 pounds per
square inch with an average of 54. Compressive strengths trend to
increase with depth.
Because of its low permeability, the boulder-clay is generally
not a satisfactory source of groundwater. Any permeability that the
boulder-clay has is due to vertical fracturing so that the permeability
is greater vertically than horizontally.
Sand and Gravel
In McLean County, the Coleharbor Formation consists of about
25 percent sand and gravel by volume. About 20 percent of the surface
area of the county is sand and gravel. The deposits occur both as
thin layers and lenses without the boulder-clay and as thick, continuous sequences independent of boulder-clay. The sand and gravel facies
is generally horizontally layered except in the hilly areas in the
eastern part of the county where the layering is commonly tilted, contorted, or faulted. Quality ranges from sandy gravel and gravelly
sand that is relatively free of finer materials to very dirty gravel
with high percentages of silt and clay included.
The sand and gravel facies is more variable in grain-size
composition than is the boulder-clay facies. In general, the best
sorted deposits underlie the flat expanse of land northwest and east
of Turtle Lake and east of Washburn. These commonly have maximum grain
sizes of less than 2 inches. Well-sorted sands and gravels occur also
on valley terraces south of Ruso in northeastern McLean County. Much of
the sand and gravel that occurs in irregularly-shaped ridges and mounds
in the hilly areas of eastern McLean County is poorly sorted and coarsegrained. It contains considerable amounts of boulder-clay and boulders
of all sizes and is generally of little or no economic value. The areas
of sand and gravel deposits are shown on Plate 1 but no quality distinction is made. If sand or gravel of a particular grain is wanted the
areas shown should be sampled to determine favorable locations.
The sand and gravel facies of the Coleharbor Formation has a
mineralogic composition similar to the boulder-clay. The mineralogy
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indicates that it was ultimately derived from the northeast of Canada.
The sand sized fraction is largely quartz and feldspars with minor
amounts of shale and carbonates. The gravel-sized fraction is largely
granitic and metamorphic rock types, limestone, and dolomite. Some of
the gravel has a high percentage of shale. Near the surface, caliche
(Caco 3 ) coats the undersides of pebbles and cobbles.
Generally the sand and gravel is loose, but in random local
occurrences it is cemented with iron-oxide and forms a conglomerate.
Exposures of iron-cemented gravels are particularly common along the
shore of Lake Sakakawea at the mouths of Snake Creek and Dead Man
Coulee (T. 147 N., R. 84 W.). In areas where the sand and gravel is
loose and uncemented, it is also highly permeable. The sand and
gravel is generally the largest and most dependable source of highquality groundwater in the county.
Silt and Clay
Approximately 5 percent of the Coleharbor Formation in McLean
County consists of layers and lenses of silt and clay. Only about
two percent of the surface area is silt and clay, but considerable
thicknesses of it occur in buried valleys throughout the county. It
commonly has horizontal layering a fraction of an inch in thickness,
Sand is uncommon and there are very few pebbles.
The silt and clay facies has the same mineralogy as the silt
and clay fraction of the boulder-clay: montmorillonite and other
clay minerals, carbonates, quartz, and feldspars. Its permeability
is about the same as the boulder-clay.
Where it is exposed at the surface in McLean County, the siltsized fraction is commonly prevalent over the clay, but there are
numerous exceptions. The same is true to a lesser extent of the subsurface deposits. The silt and clay deposits are not at all uniform
throughout the county.
Age and Origin
The Coleharbor Formation was deposited during the ice age
from several hundred thousand to about 9,000.years ago. The boulderclay facies of the formation is mainly glacial till consisting of
material eroded by the glacier from areas north of McLean County as
well as locally. Part of the boulder-clay was subsequently deposited
directly from the moving ice, and the remainder slid, slumped, and
flowed to its present position when the ice finally melted.
The sand and gravel of Coleharbor Formation was deposited
mainly by rivers and streams during glacial times. Some of these
rivers and streams must have been fed by meltwater from the glaciers,
but probably large amounts of sand and gravel were deposited by nonglacial rivers 12,000 to 9,000 years ago when precipitation amounts were
high and runoff was much greater than it is today. Some of the sand
and gravel was deposited on beaches of lakes.
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The Coleharbor silt and clay exposed at the surface in eastern
McLean County was deposited in lakes that were at least in part enclosed
by glacial ice. Part of the surface silt and clay in western McLean
County may have formed in the same way, but the remainder probably
was deposited in natural lakes (not ice-walled) that would be in
existence today if precipitation were greater. The subsurface silt
and clay that is confined to buried valleys as probably deposited in
large lakes that formed when easterly-flowing rivers were dammed by
the advancing ice.

PLATES

PLATE

EXPLANATION

SYMBOL

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC
UNIT

ORIGIN

LITHOLOGY

Silty clay rich In organic mate('ial.

Lake and marsh deposits.

Sandy Silt Unit

Silt. sandy silt, and clayey slit with
lenses of sand and gravel; may occur as
large isolated deposits in diam icton;
large,- and smatl-~e cross-bedding.

Alluvial deposits on tilt.

Sand Unit

Sand, sandy gravel and graveHy sand
with large- and smail-scale Cnl$$·

Mostly glaciof!uviaf outwash and ice
contact deposits, locally QV'erlain by
eolian deposits.

Black Clay Unit

COLEHARBOR FORMATION

bedding extensively overlain by well-

r

sorted fine to medlu m sand with no
visible internal sedimentary structure.

D

Silt Unit

Silt and clayey silt with distinct
horizontal bedding,

Glacial and post-glacial lake deposits.

Buried Silt

Slit overlain by sand, gravelly sand, and
diamicton, gently undulating bedding
with some platy structure locally.
Small- and la~sc;:ale cross-bedding in
sand.

Collapsed mper- and proglacial lake
deposats, overridden by ice <:1,nd cQV'ered
with glaciofluvta! deposits and till.

Gravel Unit

Gravet sandy gravel and gravelly saod;
indistinct horizontal bedding with
some small- and large-scale crossbedding; highly distorted lnternal
structure locally common.

Outwash and collapsed outwash; upperflow-regime glaclofluviaJ deposits with
lenses of lower-flow-regime deposits.

Diamk:ton Unit

Bouldery, cobbly. gravelty, sandy,
clayey, silt to bouidery, oobbiy,
gravelly, clayey~ silty ~and; unsorted
and nonbedded;striationson boulders
and cobblM common.

Till.

Dark gray shale, fissile. highly iointed,
with iron stain on joints, sparsely
fossiliferous; some bentonltic lenses.

Marine dePQ$it,

PIERRE SHALE

OTHER SYMBOLS
Lithofogic contactt. Approximate where dashed.
Perennial streams.
Intermittent streams.
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PLATE 2

EXPLANATION
LANDFORMS

00
EJ
•

[a

MELTWATER CHANNELS. A chan"-1 throiq'I wh.ch meltw.rter' drained from a

KLOJEN MORAINE. &wld~ tili W,U, 1,h;,pea frOM 4o 10 JO IAQd«.n• local _relief
ranging trom 20 to 40 feet per SQUate mile. A band of !ow !yiog h•lk 2 to 6 m1lfS: wide
• with nQl'l•integr,tted drainl'I<)&; di$iAt'egf'atiOO feawres locttlly wmmtJO,

NORTH VIKING MORAINE. Bwlde<y till Will\ $lopes

w•.

.,...gong s 0 10 JO.

Momrato to

high lt1cR1 relief ranging from 30 to 60 feet per square mile. A narrow b.i!nd of hills % to

Ui mikls

g!aciiw orproglecial lu\11.

[]

ALLUVIAL FLOOOPLAIN, A ieial:Mlly :.mooth ar<J"a of vary~ width a,;tje,eent to
~ ; chiirlty alluwa.1m. lni.md.itGO durir,g time of flood.

fl

l>EAD--tCE MORAINE. Bouldery till with t!ol)e!I, trom 40 w 70_ Gently rolling hill!.,vith.
r>htl(l,Ct ice ditimegrstlon reat\lres:. Relief ranQ8lr from 20 to 40 hlet µor :o.quare mile,

McHENRY MOflAINE. Till ¥Wth high n~l~f, 50 to 100 feet P'• ,Qu~ mlll: a,ld tlor,es
grHter tBVI JO. EJ1.utrwk norttw,ard from Grigg!! County

COOPERSTOWN MORAIN£. Till with high relief, SO to ;oo feet per 1quere mile and
1lope5 grutw than 70. E,nends northward from G.ip County

GROUND M()MAINE. Gently uflOUletinQ tUI, 10 to 40 ~()pf$ with '.ow local 1ellef, IMS
then 30 filt't per tqu- mile,

ESKER COMPLEX., A comple• ot $1m,;QC.15, ~ ridgs11 ot drift, chiefly gf.eiofluvial,
glilMl'a!Jv ~tratifi.O. Till veneer ot varying thicknts$ 1, locally common.
BEOftOCK

!CE CONTACT DEPOSITS. Narrow, sinuous rniget al'!d small h,Hs of dnfr, Gt!itfly gl.cio
fl.whit, j8mlrahy stratified 11nd t,)l.hibitinq both h~h-iiow. end !ow-flow,nogime ~ t s : .
Some depc,$iU ha...e btJosn di-ttortll4 by ice $111'.>ve arn:i cot!&piG. TN ridges aA commonly

PtERRE SHALE. Cbntiru.iout ,;,>,:po,ures ot Ctetaceout m,arirle shale!! with 5orn11 benum!1ic
!em,es X indlQffl:$ i.solami e1tpOS1Jres

fil!l9!!Wll8d.

r

I
!

WASHBOAfU) MORAINE. 1..(JIW _lintMT ridges of t111. eidwt' rtl"&<Vtt ~ arcu.llU' in pl11,t1,
deP<™h!d l)efllllo!!I to IM m.tlttng ice freP'lt, very .:ommon on gu;11.1tid MQl"ai~ Be!t.t
obM/'YW from '*ial photQ1i.

OTHER SVMBOLS

PERENNIAL STREAMS

DRUMLIN. A narrow, UAN!t, stNtemlined ridge of vary1n9 lengtk. width and height.

composed of ti!!,· long axil parailei r.o the prn.,rned direction '1f ice

flow.

LAKE PLAIN. 6*'1tly uodula-ti'19 to !llWly flat plain. d\ieily silt end clsy; Qll'"lfrllffY
nratifi&d.

TERRACE. Ablmcknled flc,odplam (WQmtffltl l'l)l,"ltmerrtlog fl fligMI' gt•dll'levlll within 11
meltwllter crn11·1neil, cut in t,11,:,r·bedroc:k, and ~Mid witt'I ffl"tified and cr~t«idad
sand and grawt,

MANNIE LAKE RIDGE. Bedrocic hi~ <Wer!&in by dilwrti!d shsly 011h, chiefly g!a:mflu,;J~; steep ttopes and high ntlief. 50 to 100 ffft 1)(11' SQIW"¥ l"l'lile-.

INTERMITIENT STflEAMS
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